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BONITA BAY 
Community Association Board Meeting
January 10, 2019

By Roger Rittinger, Estancia

PRESIDENT CHRIS CORRIE called the 
meeting to order at 2:30 pm in the BBCA 
Activities Room. About 75 residents were in 
attendance. Other Board members present 
were George Yilmaz, Joe Calabrese and 
Hank Gempeler. Kim Sharan was out of the 
country and unavailable to call in. A quorum 
was thereby established, and the December 
meeting minutes were approved.  

There being no New Business, Corrie began 
the meeting with comments regarding the 
aftermath of Hurricane Irma, with particular 
reference to the “outstanding job” rendered by 
BBCA staff in the restoration of landscaping 
areas lost, and clean-up of roadways, noting 
that the density of the thinned and replaced 
vegetation has actually enhanced the overall 
appearance of the development. Most work is 
complete, he said, except for the berms facing 
Route 41. The residents roundly applauded 
staff for their efforts.

Corrie then introduced Dennis Wilke, Chair 
of the newly created Strategic Planning 
Committee, who gave a presentation as to what 
the Committee had been able to accomplish 
since its formation last February, though it is in 
the early stages of accumulating data and input 
from subcommittees. 

Wilke presented the “Vision for Bonita Bay” in 

continued on page 14

IT’S BEEN SAID that barbers and hairdressers hear all the best stories, but 
in old Bonita Springs, the mail carrier usually got the most interesting news.

David Hengel moved here in 1972 and at 32 took up the same job he had held 
in Green Bay, WI: delivering mail. In the summers when things slowed down, 
old-timers waited for the mailman to have someone to talk to. Talk they did, 
and Hengel listened.

Today, having lived in Bonita for the past 46 years, Hengel has learned to 
discern tall tales from the mostly truthful. A walking encyclopedia of local 
history, Hengel bridges the gap between past decades of rural life and the 
1970s land boom that forever changed the fortunes of Bonita Springs. Of the 
many stories he’s heard over the years, here are a few of the most memorable.

Stories from 
the Seventies
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“Without Valentine’s Day, 
February would be ... well, January.” 

— Jim Gaffigan

Even though February often feels like the darkest, coldest month 
of the year, in reality we are actually picking up a full minute of 
daylight every day here in Florida and in the northern parts of 
the US, they are gaining a minute and 50 seconds daily.  

The shortest days of the year are behind us, football season 
will soon be a memory (can Tom Brady do it again???) and 
before we know it, we will be thinking about our summer 
travel plans.  And so, our February issue marks the halfway 
point in our 11th season of bringing you Bay Watch News.  We 
remain humbled by our advertiser and reader support this 
year and all years.

Don’t forget to send us your classified ads.  We continue to 
get positive feedback from buyers and sellers who use our 
classified listings. 

This is also your last opportunity to sign up for our Chubb 
Classic “Inside the Ropes” contest.  The drawing will be 
held the first week of February, and one lucky winner (plus a 
guest) will enjoy the opportunity to walk along with the pros 
during this fantastic local tournament.   You can enter at our 
website www.baywatchnews.com.

Finally, we would also remind you to please support our 
advertisers whenever you can.  They make Bay Watch News 
possible year after year.

Thank you for reading our magazine.

Valerie Gorman and Chris Gorman

Bay Watch News Co-Editors and Publishers

P.S.  We are always looking for your thoughts on how we are 
doing.  What do you like? What don’t you like?  Let us know 
(we can take it).  Please write to us for possible inclusion in our 
“Letters to the Editors.”  If you have a thought or opinion about 
any issues, please drop us a line at: team@baywatchnews.com.
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PROFESSOR JACK E. DAVIS, an engaging and informed 
author and speaker, made a persuasive presentation 
about the economic and ecological importance of the 
Gulf of Mexico to over 200 locals on December 13 at the 
new Bonita Springs High School auditorium.  Promoting 
his recently published Pulitzer Prize winning book, The 
Gulf – The Making of an American Sea, Davis provided a 
riveting overview of the history, economic importance and 
ecological significance of the Gulf of Mexico.  It was a very 
educational evening as evidenced by the questions from 
the audience that concluded his talk.  The information here 
is from his comments and has not been fact checked with 
other sources for comparison.

Davis has been a professor for 25 years and a professor 
of environmental history and sustainability studies at 
the University of Florida for 15 years.  The author of 
several well reviewed books, Davis decided to write an 
authoritative book on the history of the Gulf after the 2010 
BP oil spill to diminish the public image that the Gulf was 
just a big “oil basin.”  His love for Florida developed as 
he grew up on Florida’s west coast, where he saw the best 
and worst of water and ecological quality throughout his 
youth.

He provided some historical perspective.  The Gulf was 
controlled by the Spanish for over 300 years; the Spanish 
often struggled with starvation yet never established a 
fishing industry.  Jefferson’s Louisiana Purchase was the 
world’s best-ever real estate deal, and the author’s view is 
that Jefferson sought to own the Mississippi with at least as 
much urgency as his desire to own the land that came with 
the purchase.  By owning the Mississippi, the US controlled 

commerce in the center of the country, a key element in 
the growth of the nation.  The purchase of Florida from the 
Spanish brought extended control of the Gulf. Today, five 
states and three nations (United States, Mexico and Cuba) 
share Gulf coastal waters.

The Gulf was always a primary food source for indigenous 
people, and local Calusa Indians were taller and healthier 
than the European explorers who “discovered” them.  
Commercial fishing in the Gulf wasn’t established until New 
Englanders, some of the first snowbirds, came to Florida 
for the winter sunshine. Around 1900, men like Leonard 
Destin found bountiful fishing and welcoming waters in 
their first Florida winters, and they established commercial 
fishing fleets and later founded fishing towns.  Today the 
commercial fishing industry in the Gulf records $20 billion 
in annual revenue and is an important economic contributor 
to the state.

Sport fishing became popular with the discovery of tarpon, 
an energetic, hard fighting species that ventured near the 
beaches during winter to feed.  It must have been exciting 
to fish from the beach and bring in the largest tarpon, 
weighing over 200 pounds!  Today sports fishermen travel 
far off shore to find large tarpon, and sports fishing continues 
to be very popular.  A $5 billion industry, its existence and 
economic impact is continually threatened by damaging 
ecological forces.

Over 200 estuaries (near shore and inland fresh and salt 
water environs) receive the water that flows into the Gulf 
from multiple rivers.  Surface water from over 60% of the 
United States’ land surface flows into the Gulf of Mexico, 
bringing to the Gulf related nutrients and pollutants.  The 
white sand that can make Gulf beaches so attractive comes 
from quartz deposits in the Appalachian Mountains, and the 
hard, dark brown soil that covers the beaches of Louisiana 
once supported crops in the rich farmlands of Iowa and 
Illinois.  The rivers brought other things as well.

After World War II, industrialization sharply increased along 
with the dumping of waste products into the rivers leading 
to the Gulf.  Factories regularly used the river as a waste 
dump, and cities along the rivers built “water treatment 
plants” that dumped raw sewage into the Mississippi and 
other rivers.  PCBs and other chemicals were dumped in 
such volume that even today, decades later, there are areas 
of the river bottom that will not grow native river grasses.  
This widespread pollution threatened to make the Gulf a 
dead sea.

Don’t Take the Gulf of Mexico for Granted!
Dave Shellenbarger, Estancia

continued on page 11
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By Tommye Fleming, Mahogany Ridge

Who’s Who in Bonita Bay

DONNA ROBERTS of Horizons 
has strong religious beliefs; and 
because of her faith, she has always 
felt a need to give back.

Donna arrived in Bonita Bay in 
2001, when her late husband Ross 
retired from Ford Motors. While 
living in Detroit, she had been active 
in hospice patient care and fund 
raising.  She found the work very 
fulfilling so she looked to Naples for 
similar volunteer opportunities.  There were none.

So she began to teach bible studies in Bonita Springs – and 
loved that.  But still, she wanted more.

She headed north to Fort Myers where she met with Dr. 
Samira K. Beckwith, President and CEO of Hope Healthcare. 
She learned that there were plans to expand hospice care 
to Cape Coral but not Bonita Springs because there wasn’t 
enough funding. That wasn’t acceptable to Donna; and as 
others have found, she rarely takes “no” for an answer.

Donna proposed that she raise the money to expand hospice 
care into Bonita Springs.  She convinced Dr. Beckwith to 
“roll the dice” and open a small office by the Perkins Pancake 
House on US41.  She gave up her tennis and golf, and began 
to focus full time on her new passion.

She held a tea for 100 women and explained the need.   
Bonita Springs was growing dramatically, with a huge aging 
population, and yet there were no hospice facilities.  She 
convinced the 100 women to support the cause and they 
convinced others. 

The first of 10 huge black-tie galas was held at the Hyatt 
Regency Coconut Point. Between 2001 and 2005, Donna and 
Etta Smith (also of Bonita Bay) and the Women’s Committee 
raised more than $5 million. Soon plans were underway for a 
hospice facility in Bonita Springs. 

Joanne’s House, named after a woman who had been a Bonita 
Bay Creekside resident, opened on Imperial Parkway, near 
West Terry. Its mission is to provide exceptional, comforting 
end-of-life care.  It’s a triage facility with 24 private rooms, 
one patient per room, with porches overlooking the grounds. 
There is a room for friends and family to gather, a children’s 
room for grandchildren to play and there’s even a kitchen 
where family members can get meals. Most patients start 
hospice care at home, and then in their last days, perhaps 

a week or less, they are moved to the facility so that family 
caregivers have the support they need.

“Things were different then – big black-tie galas were 
popular and so was supporting worthy causes. The worthy 
causes are still popular but the black-tie events have lost their 
momentum.  I retired from my rigorous efforts five years ago 
when my husband became ill – he too eventually ended up 
at Joanne’s House.  There is still a Women’s Committee and 
there are still three events a year (tea, luncheon and gala) but 
they are somewhat toned down.  Corporate contributions 
now account for the majority of community support.”

So enough about Hope Hospice and more about Donna.  She 
grew up in Amarillo, graduated from Texas Tech, moved to 
Dallas and became a clothing buyer for Sanger Harris, a Texas-
based department store.  Her work took her to New York, where 
she enjoyed all The Big Apple has to offer – especially Broadway.

Donna then met Ross – they married and had three children.  
They lived in 13 cities in 18 years!  Ross was named a Vice 
President at Ford’s headquarters and they settled into life in 
the Detroit area. When the kids grew older, she began helping 
to raise funds for services for needy families, including 
pregnant girls addicted to drugs. Those desperately in need 
of help plucked at Donna’s heartstrings.

Soon they found themselves owning three homes – Bloomfield 
Hills, Bonita Bay and Bay Harbor, in the northern part of 
Michigan.  (I think they restricted themselves to towns starting 
with “B”!) She entertained, doted on grandchildren, took up 
bridge.  

Yet her faith-based volunteer work continued.  She has taught 
bible studies for 30 years – up north and down here – and she 
taught kids in the New Horizons trailers.

She emphasizes her volunteer work because she wants to 
encourage BWN readers to help Hope Hospice, where there 
is always work to be done.  Like Donna, you may find it 
tremendously rewarding to socialize with individuals in 
Hope’s care or give a caregiver a much-needed break. Or you 
might offer transportation to doctor’s appointments, help in 
the office making phone calls or greeting visitors, or organize 
merchandise at the Hope Chest resale store. There’s bound to 
be something right up your alley.

Apply online -- or, contact Hope at email@hopehcs.org or 
(239) 444-4138 to have an application sent to you. Or contact 
Barbara Nielson, volunteer coordinator, (239) 444-4140, and 
she’ll soon put you to work!

“For of those to whom much is given, 
much is required.” -- Luke 12:48 
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On the Bookshelf

American history is fascinating to Americans and non-Americans alike. The sudden blossoming and realization 
of a republican form of government in the 13 colonies is truly remarkable. No wonder Americans in every age 
have poured through the writings of the founding fathers. In fact, the modern US Supreme Court is dominated by 
originalism, a theory of legal interpretation which seeks to have the intentions of these founders dominate the legal 
determination of modern issues.

The author, recently retired as Ford Foundation professor of history from Mount Holyoke, is not a supporter 
of originalism but still attempts to discern the views of four founders on what he sees as the four main issues 
currently facing America: race ( Jefferson), economic inequality (Adams), court power (Madison) and war 
(Washington). 

Jefferson’s views on race are the most disturbing. Despite the defense of equality penned by Jefferson in the Declaration, 
Jefferson considered black Africans to be inherently inferior to white Americans. While Jefferson abhorred slavery, 
he never imagined freed slaves could live side by side with other Americans. He thought slavery would soon die out 
and former slaves would dwell elsewhere, either in the West or some African colony. 

The author has special regard for John Adams, the only founder who expressed concern for future economic 
inequality. While Jefferson envisaged a land of yeoman farmers stretching to the Pacific, Adams foresaw an 
America where wealth would characterize the aristocracy. Adams feared that entrenched economic inequality 
would create a political oligarchy. The experience of the US during the Gilded Age (1870-1930) and in the 
current day confirms that American democracy has not yet found a satisfactory political response to growing 
inequality.

Madison is regarded by the author as the creator not just of the Bill of Rights (1789) but also of the form of 
national government now in place. The law as interpreted by the Supreme Court plays an outsized role in 
American government to an extent never favored by Madison. This part of the treatise is of course disputed 
by originalists.

The final issue concerns international relations. Washington opposed foreign entanglements; his farewell 
address supported isolation, and yet, we have today an American Empire based on conquest.

There is much in each section of the book to savor, fascinate and, I’m sure, irritate modern Americans. 
Wonderful reading and contemplation. 

American Dialogue: The Founders and Us by Joseph J. Ellis
Bruce Stewart, Wedgewood

On Brassard’s Farm by Daniel Hecht
Elaine Brotman, Bay Woods

Ann Turner, a middle school teacher living in Boston, has made some unfortunate personal and professional 
choices.  Feeling totally alone, she flees to rural Vermont, leaving behind her former life. She is looking for a 
refuge, a place where she can rethink her life and start over.  Impulsively, she buys 40 acres of mountainous 
forest land owned by small dairy farmers Jim and Maureen “Diz” Brassard. They are experiencing the downturn 
in milk prices and are in desperate need of money. Due to a reverse in the stock market, Ann cannot make her 
final payment. She makes a deal to work off her outstanding balance as a farmhand and soon discovers that her 
life has become a monotonous daily routine made up of long hours of hard, backbreaking work. In the evening 
she hikes up to her land’s makeshift campsite to cook over an open fire and sleep in a tent.

This is a life that few can comprehend; however the reader comes to care deeply for Ann.  Through Hecht’s 
beautiful descriptive prose, we watch Ann understand and then transform herself into a woman of great 
physical and mental strength.  Written in the first-person narrative, Ann comes to love her land and slowly 
leaves her troubles behind as she becomes totally immersed in the sights and sounds of the forest.  She finds 
comfort in her emerging friendship with the Brassards and pride in her achievements on the farm.  Along the 
way, she also finds love. 

On Brassard’s Farm is a wonderful, engaging story that anyone can relate to.  Daniel Hecht creates compelling 
characters while giving us an intimate portrayal of the rewards and hardships of small farm life.

continued on page 57
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BBCA Board Meeting  continued from page 1

three parts: Bonita Bay is a pre-eminent residential community 
in Southwest Florida that offers a range of lifestyle amenities 
to its residents; the community has remained a premier 
community by adapting to the changing tastes of new 
residents and providing amenities that are unique and highly 
desirable, and the BBCA guides the actions and investments 
of the community in order to maintain the pre-eminence of the 
community in the future.

He talked about the need for the BBCA to fill the void created by 
the withdrawal from the community by the original developer 
in decision making, marketing and overall management. He 
said the Strategic Planning Committee seated 16 resident 
members, held formational meetings, utilized focus group input 
and formed four sub-committees (website/marketing, realtor, 
infrastructure and presentation center); the last mentioned 
to study the viability of BBCA acquisition of the old Bonita 
Bay sales office at the main entrance to the community. Wilke 
then stated the goals for the overall committee for 2019, which 
included a solid branding of the Bonita Bay name.

Wilke said the BBCA must work in concert with the Bonita 
Bay Club and the Marina. He said it is proposed that a sub-
committee of the Strategic Planning Committee be formed 
called the Community Development Committee, utilizing a 
group of residents, staff people and outside consultants. The 
goal of the group would be to function with developer focus 
and mentality.

The presentation, together with questions from the Board and 
residents in attendance, lasted about one hour and resulted in 
the Board observing that some proposed action by the Strategic 
Planning Committee might be seen as adding a layer of 
governmental involvement which could diminish the Board’s 
direct oversight and decision making.

Hank Gempeler thought the proposal needed to be moved 
to the BBCA February meeting, to give time for the Board to 
decide just how the new committee would function.  

George Yilmaz moved to accept the Strategic Planning 
Committee’s report and the formation of the Community 
Development Committee as Step 1, and to defer the committee’s 
role formation as Step 2, perhaps to be discussed in the February 
Board meeting. The Board passed the motion unanimously.

Resident Dave Shellenbarger spoke about the presentation of a 
bronze bust of the original Bonita Bay developer, David Shakarian, 
to the community. He said Shakarian preserved wetlands and 
wildlife habitats before establishing roads and neighborhoods in the 
development which was unique and led to changes in development 
practices in Florida and across the nation.

He said the memorial was funded by the residents of Bonita Bay 
through the purchase of a book, “Unspoiled Will Spoil You,” 
written by David Shellenbarger which describes Shakarian’s 
vision and the principles behind the development of the 

community.  In creating this memorial to Shakarian, Dave said, 
“Our community acknowledges the importance of preserving 
his vision and of continuing to operate our community 
according to his design principles – the cohabitation of wildlife 
of all forms with upscale residential living.  Through continued 
attention to these principles, our community can protect the 
unique values and lifestyle that we enjoy in Bonita Bay, while 
continuing to honor Shakarian’s vision and objectives.”

The bronze bust of Shakarian, created by local sculptor Douglas 
Corsini, was unveiled to the residents by Chris Corrie, Dave 
Shellenbarger and David Lucas, son-in-law of Shakarian. No 
permanent location for the bust has been selected as yet.

When Mr. Shakarian died, Lucas took over the development 
of Bonita Bay until the time of the turnover to the residents of 
the community.

The Nature Pathways Committee report by Rod McKenzie 
detailed progress to date on the future feasibility of an extension 
of the existing walking path throughout the development, 
which would run from the Club through the Pinelands, with 
some nodes of interest along the way through the marshes west 
to an exit point east of the high-rises.

McKenzie said that an original feasibility study of the project 
which was approved by the Board and funded by a $70,000 
budget has been expended. The Committee now needs 
additional funding to continue its work, including engineering 
by ABB Engineering, mapping, aerial surveying and application 
work for Bonita Springs permitting.

The Board said needed easements from neighborhoods 
through which the expanded trail would traverse (Mira Lago 
and Mahogany Ridge) should be secured before any money on 
engineering would be approved to go forward. The Committee 
was in agreement, and proposed that a budget of $106,700 
be approved for engineering and planning costs. The Board 
unanimously approved the additional funds, as conditioned on 
the easements. 

Asked what the total anticipated cost of the project would be, 
the Committee said it could not pin down a final cost, which 
depended on the final new route alignment selected, additional 
engineering needed, and the material selected for the pathway, 
but it could run from $1.5 million to $2.5 million dollars.

The Nominating Committee reported the Candidate Forum 
for the three candidates running for the one open seat on the 
Board, was to have been held Monday, January 14 in the BBCA 
Activities Room.

The Pickleball Committee said the revised court expansion 
and soundproofing application to Bonita Springs had been 
completed by Staff and was to have been presented to the City 
on or about January 11.

The meeting was adjourned at 5 pm.  
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THE INSIDE STORY
Geography and Design
IT HAS LONG BEEN KNOWN that 
design in Florida has its own very specific 
“look.”  Dating back a hundred or more years, 
Florida homes embraced elements traceable 
to Spanish roots and the early explorers:  
tile roofs, arched openings reminiscent of 
Manueline architecture, stucco exteriors to 
stand up to the sun and water.  These same 
features are commonplace today in southern 
Spain and Portugal where the climate is similar to ours.  But Florida 
has become a “melting pot” of immigrants from the northern states 
and vacationers from Europe, and this has left us with a hodge-podge 
of styles.  A trip to the local consignment shops is an eye-opener to the 
myriad furniture styles that find their way to resale. 

Take a boat ride through the waterways of Port Royal and Aqualane 
Shores in Naples.  Every style is in evidence, from stark German 
contemporary, to French Normandy, New England Colonial, 
Midwestern traditional, Spanish Colonial and Coastal Contemporary.  
In many northern cities and suburbs, the home styles correspond to 
local tastes, but the variety of home towns of those living in Southwest 
Florida results in a more ambivalent style aesthetic.  

The potential of our communities to represent such variety should make 
our neighborhoods more interesting.  But what has happened in the 
recent past is that the style-setters (builders and developers, architects and 
designers) have imposed their own aesthetic onto a community.  Names 

like Mediterra, Hacienda, Cordera, Corsica, 
La Morada, Fronterra, Paloma, Marbella, 
Sorrento, Savona Bay and Valencia all suggest 
styles that reflect a geographic area and the 
architectural detail typical of that area.  What 
happens when the South Florida marketplace 
indicates it is tired of and bored with that 
design aesthetic?  Those same builders, 
developers, architects and designers dig deep 

into their “bag of tricks” to find a fresher perspective.

And thus, we are now knee-deep in “coastal contemporary” which 
started out as a cleaner, less cluttered approach to building style, but 
is now becoming as clichéd as its Mediterranean precursor.  Angled 
buttresses on eaves, tilted Bahamas shutters in contrasting colors and 
random window placements in multiples have become as predictable 
on these coastal contemporary creations as the twisted columns, 
half-round windows, heavy trim and earth-tone colorations of their 
Tuscan-styled predecessors.  Is this a style that will last, or will coastal 
contemporary end in time like Tuscan styling?  Only time will tell.  
Many factors, not the least being the economy, will come into play to 
determine our next design focus.

Bayview Interiors
3400 Creekview Drive
239-498-5115

By June Muehr, Creekside
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ARBOR STRAND  $710,000  

Dotti cell: 239-272-4946
Dotti@TheFaganTeam.com

Bob cell: 239-272-3006  
Bob@TheFaganTeam.com

Sandy cell: 239-292-4044    
Sandy@TheFaganTeam.com

Bonita Bay Club 
Members since 1998 a t e

 
R e a l  E s t26811 S. Tamiami Trail 

Bonita Springs, Fl 34134

Your Bonita Bay Luxury Home Marketing Specialists

SEAGLASS   $1,750,000

RIVIERA   $669,000 HARBOR LAKES   $335,000 BAY HARBOR   $549,000   

Amazing Golf 

to Gulf 

Sunset Views!

Private Outdoor Oasis, Oversized Spa! Largest Riviera Home – 3 BR + Den Beautifully Remodeled! Gorgeous Florida Room!

CREEKSIDE   $1,299,000

Beautifully Remodeled, Move Right In!

Family Retreat with Bocce Ball Court

BAY VIEW II   $849,900  

Spectacular Sunsets – Carefree lifestyle
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Don’t Drink the Water
Before 1971, the water in Bonita Springs was sulfur water, 
stinky and almost undrinkable. “People said that when they 
went to the Wonder Gardens Restaurant for lunch, they could 
hardly stand the smell of a glass of water on the table,” Hengel 
remembers. “Tom Reahard’s gas station (now New Life Tire on 
Crockett St.) had the only deep well downtown, and everybody 
was welcome to come fill their jugs.” 

Homeowners tried different methods to solve the problem. 
“Some people put water in an old refrigerator overnight to 
get rid of the smell,” Hengel says. “Others had an aerator. 
The water sat out in what was basically a bait tank, covered 
by a screen to keep bugs out, and the sulphur gradually went 
away.”

Hengel recounts the story of a man who devised a clever way 
to have both hot and cold water without the benefit of electric 
service. “He painted two barrels black, two white, and filled 
them using a gas engine pump. White held the cold water. The 
black barrels heated up in the sun—that was his hot water.”

On Bonita Beach Road, the only good drinking water was at 
Tom O’Connor’s tackle shop on the Collier County side of the 
road. “People don’t know what it was like to do simple things 
before public water,” notes former Bonita Springs mayor Ben 
Nelson. “Taking a shower was like washing in liquid rotten 
eggs. People drilled shallow wells, about the same depth as their 
septic tank, but when the tide got really high, they couldn’t 
flush the toilet.”

Residents finally got fed up and formed their own water utility 
in 1969. “Bonita Springs Utilities was a game changer,” Nelson 
says. “Lee County wasn’t going to do it, so citizens of Bonita 
took it upon themselves. They borrowed money from the 
Farmers Home Administration to get started, and it’s been 
going ever since.”

A $20 Tow

Locals in the 70’s, David Hengel among them, weren’t above 
having a little fun with tourists. “We’d drive out east of I-75, 
where Citrus Park is now, and the road wasn’t paved—you 
needed a 4-wheel drive to get through,” Hengel recalls. “People 
would come in regular cars and get stuck all the time. The only 
wrecker service was at Reahard’s gas station downtown, so 
people asked us for a tow. Before we pulled them out, we’d 
look at their license plate. If they lived in Florida it was free, but 
we charged $20 to everyone else.”

Tom Reahard’s gas station served a higher purpose than just 
providing drinking water and an occasional tow. Before 1975, 
when Lee County first began to offer emergency medical 
service to Bonita Springs, the only ambulance was an old 
hearse—donated by Pittman’s Funeral Home—that was parked 
at Reahard’s, ready to make runs to Fort Myers or Naples.

As it turned out, the divide between Lee and Collier counties 
almost cost David Hengel his life. In 1981, his car was broadsided 
by a dump truck, leaving him unconscious and in critical 
condition. When paramedics arrived to transport Hengel to 
Fort Myers, 24 miles away, his coworker at the post office, Roy 
Runkle, asked why they wouldn’t go to the closer hospital in 
Naples. The answer was that Lee County ambulances went to 
Lee County Hospital, and it cost an extra $85 to go to Naples. 
Roy paid the bill, and David survived.

Downtown Then and Now

Drive by any building or vacant lot on Old 41 Road today, and 
Hengel can tell you who has owned it and the businesses that 
used to be there.

He remembers the high fence on the east side of Old 41, just north 
of Hampton St., painted to look like an old hotel. Some saw it as 

As this rendering shows, Longitude was designed to have retail 
shops on the first level and condos above.

The old Wonder Gardens Restaurant as it looks today.

Stories from the Seventies  continued from page 1
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quaint folk art, but Hengel says it was nothing of the sort. Jacob 
Hammerill, who owned Jacob’s Interlocking Paving Company, 
worked from his office across the street (now Pottery as Art), 
but needed somewhere to park his trucks away from the eyes of 
passersby. This was before the City of Bonita Springs incorporated 
in 1999, so when Hammerill put up the fence and painted a mural 
on it, nobody objected.

Today, the mural is gone, and a blue construction barrier surrounds 
an empty lot. Investors tried to develop the site as Longitude, a 
mixed-use development with retail space on the first level and 
condos above. The concept went nowhere, and the property was 
put on the market for $1.5 million last year.

New Life

A few vintage buildings on the west side of Old 41 have been 
repurposed and appear much as they did in their heyday.

Built in 1949, Zak’s Motel & Custard Shop was purchased by 
Hengel as Fidelity Florida Realty, which still operates in this 
location; the motel section now houses a doctor’s office. The 
next building north, Engel’s Bike Shop, was once a post office, 
its tin roof original to the 1930s. Owner Al Engle, an “if it ain’t 
broke” kind of guy, says that since the roof has survived this 
long without any leaks, he’d be nuts to risk starting some now.

Pop Hendren’s Place, built by the Liles family in 1926, 
continued to operate as a grocery store, owned by the Bibbie 
and Lawhon families, until the mid-90s. It has since become a 
boarding house, upholstery shop and then a hair salon.

Once the Golden Anchor, the restaurant north of the Wonder 
Gardens has had many lives as The Cheshire Cat, Pig and 
Whistle Pub and now Maria’s.

But one historic building, best known as the Dixie Moon Cafe, 
hasn’t fared as well. Its shell has been moved to a city-owned 
lot on Wilson St. next to the Liles Hotel to make way for Oasis, 
an affordable apartment complex so large it extends three 
blocks east down Dean Street, ending across from the 1921 
Bonita Springs School.

Trading Land for Groceries

Hengel says not all landowners could envision the future fortune 
that lay under their feet— nor hold out through tough times. In 
the early 1950s, a man owed restaurateur Bud Winfrey $500. 
Rather than pay Bud back in cash, the man gave him a parcel 
of land on Bonita Beach Road east of new US-41. In 1999, Bud 
sold the property (now The Colonnade Medical Complex with 
distinctive fallen Grecian columns out front) for $500,000.

People who owed money at Lawson’s Grocery traded 5 and 
10 acre parcels they considered practically worthless to pay 
their charge accounts. As a result, Hengel says, the Lawhon 
family became owners of a good deal of land in what is now 
Bonita Bay.

By most accounts, Bonita Bay was the catalyst for the 
metamorphosis of Bonita Springs from a tourist stopover into a 
sea of luxury golf communities. Developer David Shakarian— 
founder of the GNC chain of health stores— accumulated the 
entire 2,400 acres “quietly, over many years, like Walt Disney 
did at Disney World,“ Hengel recalls.

“But the history of Bonita Bay,” he adds after a long pause, “is 
a story for another time.”

The unique shape of Zak’s Motel & Custard Shop is still 
recognizable today.

The shell of the Dixie Moon Cafe was moved to its new location 
next to the Liles Hotel.

Pop Hendren’s then (left) and now (right), with the addition of 
an upper-story porch.
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Don’t Take the Gulf of Mexico for Granted!   continued from page 5

“Double Jeopardy” Team at Bonita Bay Club Trivia Night
ON JANUARY 14, Bay Watch News arranged 
for Claire Sattler of Bonita Springs, reigning 
champion of the 2018 Teen Tournament on 
the TV show Jeopardy, to be part of a team 
competing in the very popular “Trivia Night” 
at Bonita Bay Club.  She was introduced to the 
overflow crowd of about 200 competitors and 
received a resounding round of applause for her 
very successful run on Jeopardy where she won 
$100,000. 

Claire aptly dubbed our team: “Double 
Jeopardy”.  After a slow start, the team finished 
strong and scored well enough to come in second 
place.  The team disqualified itself from award 
eligibility before the competition began but left 
with bragging rights!

Front Row: Stacie Sattler (Claire’s mom), Claire Sattler, Tommye Fleming, Steve 
Sattler (Claire’s dad)

Back Row: Dave Shellenbarger, Sue Zahn, Mayor Peter Simmons, Valerie Gorman

The Clean Water Act of 1962 brought 
significant relief from these polluting 
factors, and today water quality is 
greatly improved from prior years.  In 
subsequent decades, improving river 
conditions benefitted the ecology of the 
Gulf.  Davis believes that today every 
estuary that surrounds the Gulf has 
at least one environmental protection 
or improvement group working to its 
benefit, and that these groups are critically 
important to maintaining the ecological 
health of the Gulf.

At the same time there are continuing 
and new threats to clean water – climate 
change and harmful algae blooms (HAB) 
among others – and the stakeholders who 
influence and control the solutions to these 
problems sometimes have conflicting interests.  The local 
issue, related to Lake Okeechobee water releases and their 
effect on river and coastal water quality, is an example, where 
regulating authorities have put the interests of commercial 
and urban stakeholders ahead of the maintenance of the 
Everglades, the protection of ground water quality and 
maintenance of safe and healthy shoreline water conditions.  
While red tide has been around for decades, HABs are 
man-made, preventable and very dangerous to humans and 
wildlife alike.

Davis says that as an historian, he looks backward and not 
forward. He doesn’t prognosticate on what could be done 

or what will be done.  But his research and his revealing 
presentation about the history of the Gulf, its economic 
importance, the forces influencing its ecology and the risks 
brought by those influences provide a strong perspective on 
the future.  Our quality of life is dependent in many ways on a 
healthy Gulf of Mexico, and we need to be attentive to our role 
as good stewards and accommodative policies and practices.

Davis’s Pulitzer Prize winning book, The Gulf – The Making of 
an American Sea, is available on Amazon in paperback, hard 
cover or on Kindle; it’s a worthy read for those interested in 
the long-term health and productivity of southwest Florida.  
Listening to his presentation was an evening well spent.
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IN THE FALL OF 2017, a group of Bonita Bay residents 
who have spouses with memory issues met to talk about 
challenges commonly associated with Alzheimer’s disease. 
Each of us explained the impact of our spouse’s memory 
loss on our daily life. We discussed both the challenges 
and joys of caring for our spouses. Helpful suggestions 
were shared by all, and expert insight was provided by 
a wonderfully knowledgeable group facilitator from the 
Alzheimer’s Association. With respect for privacy, we 
all agreed discussion details and the names of our group 
members would remain confidential. 

An outline was prepared for this first meeting and our 
biggest question was: would the formation of an Alzheimer’s 
Support Group in Bonita Bay be beneficial to caregivers and 
their spouses? 

Other topics included: 

• The importance of emotional support and sharing among 
the group — development of coping skills

• Education on the overall management of Alzheimer’s

• Social and educational activities such as music, art, flash 
cards — potential legal and financial issues 

• Dealing with social isolation as the disease progresses

• How to communicate with a spouse that is impacted by 
memory loss

• The reality that many caregivers suffer in silence and 
isolation because of the reluctance to burden adult 
children and friends

• The importance of soliciting and obtaining support from 
others

• Dealing with loneliness when your spouse can no longer 
communicate in a meaningful and responsive way 

The first discussion was quite emotional for all of us. We 
trusted each other and opened up on the individual issues 
facing us. At the conclusion, we all felt that sharing our 
common issues and concerns was extremely helpful, 
therapeutic and educational. We decided to meet every 
three weeks going forward. 

We now have 14 members and are prepared to start and 
facilitate a second group if the group gets too large for 
meaningful individual discussions. 

Please don’t suffer in silence! Group discussions lighten 
your burden and give you many answers as you navigate 
through this journey. 

If you are interested in more information on meeting times 
and locations, please contact by email only: 

Tim Blanchet, harbla1@gmail.com or Rod McKenzie, 
rodmckenzie@comcast.net.

Bonita Bay Alzheimer’s 
Caregiver Group 

Burton P. Golumbic, DDS 
A very special approach to 

comprehensive, aesthetic, restorative & 
general dentistry 

Following a distinguished 27-year 
career in private practice in the Empire 
State Building, interspersed with teaching at 
Columbia University School of Dentistry, 
Dr. Golumbic, together with his wife 
Lizzie, celebrate their 15th year in 
practice in beautiful Bonita Springs, 
Florida. 

A native of Erie, Pennsylvania, Dr. Golumbic 
graduated with honors from Penn State 
University and Temple University School of 
Dentistry. 

You will find Dr. Golumbic has chosen to 
practice very differently than most dental 
practices. The care and concerns of his patients 
is most important to him. 

By scheduling only one patient at a time and 
performing each step of your dental care 
himself, Dr. Golumbic can give his patients the 
attention needed for good comprehensive care. 

Dr. Golumbic personally coordinates all needed 
visits with specialists so that good understanding 
of your care is established. 

Blending this old-fashioned level of dental care 
with the most advanced and sophisticated 
technology, Dr. Golumbic truly gives his 
patients an extraordinary level of care and 
attention. 

The practice is run as a partnership. Together Dr. and Mrs. 
Golumbic (Lizzie) take the time needed to get to know their 
patients. They listen to their patients' concerns. Their caring 
approach, together with their years of experience and good 
clinical judgments set them apart in their field. 

Burt and Lizzie have met so many lovely residents of Bonita 
Bay. It is so wonderful to have many of them as "our dental 
family of patients." 

3376 Woods Edge Circle, Suite 101• Bonita Springs, FL 34134 
BonitaSpringsSmiles.com 

239.498.9666 

by Tim Blanchet, Sanctuary
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Timeframes may vary. Strategies are subject to individual client goals, objectives, and suitability. This approach is not a promise or guarantee that wealth, or any financial results, 
can or will be achieved. As a firm providing wealth management services to clients, UBS Financial Services Inc. offers both investment advisory services and brokerage services. 
Investment advisory services and brokerage services are separate and distinct, differ in material ways and are governed by different laws and separate arrangements. It is important 
that clients understand the ways in which we conduct business and that they carefully read the agreements and disclosures that we provide to them about the products or services 
we offer For more information visit our website at ubs.com/workingwithus. Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc. owns the certification marks CFP® and Certified 
finanCial PlannerTM in the U.S. CIMA® is a registered certification mark of the Investment Management Consultants Association, Inc. in the United States of America and worldwide. 
© UBS 2018. All rights reserved. UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG. Member FINRA/SIPC.  BAA_DC_12102018_3    Exp.: 12/31/2019

ubs.com/team/clegg

William E. Clegg, IV, CFP®, CIMA®

Senior Vice President–Wealth Management
Senior Portfolio Manager
Wealth Advisor
239-495-4191
william.clegg@ubs.com

Clegg Wealth Management
UBS Financial Services Inc.
8000 Health Center Boulevard, Suite 150
Bonita Springs, FL 34135

When considering the next stage for your business, your needs may vary depending on where you are in the business cycle.

For some business owners and entrepreneurs, it may be time to start thinking about the next chapter in life. Others may have 
an interest in raising capital to continue growing a business, while others may find that transferring ownership to employees 
or the next generation is the best fit for their needs. Whatever choice you make, careful planning is key to assuring a successful 
transition. Let’s have a conversation to discover where you are today and how we can help you fulfill your long-term goals.

Assessing transition options
Advice. Beyond investing.
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Curious Photographer
What skill would you like to master?

Daniel Dunn
OAK KNOLL 
I would like to master 
golf’s short game as it 
can drive me nuts!

Kathy Wasserman
CREEKSIDE
I think that golf is 
a game you never 
graduate from and my 
goal is to graduate!

Leona Brennan
CREEKSIDE
I’m too old to think 
about it!

Dale Chorba
BAYVIEW II
Humility and 
kindness are the skills 
I need to work on at 
the moment!

By Maryle Barbé, Spring Ridge
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WE ALL NEED OFF-SEASONS IN LIFE.  It may seem 
strange to be thinking about this as we are just reaching the peak 
of our full and dynamic “season” of winter 2019 here in beautiful 
Southwest Florida.  But every season in life should be followed by 
an off-season in order to keep us balanced, healthy and sane.  

Those of us who spend most or all of our years in Florida find 
ourselves looking forward to the off-season for many reasons.  
Though we miss our many friends who depart in April or May, 
we enjoy the dramatic decline in the social, cultural and athletic 
experiences season brings each year, and we like the opportunity 
to slow the pace.  Roads, restaurants, stores, beaches and golf 
courses are far less crowded.  The pace slows significantly.  We are 
reminded of how difficult it would be to keep up the November 
through April activity level all year round.

But the much broader lesson for all of us—not just Floridians 
but everyone—is that the ancient sages were right when they 
cautioned us to allow rhythm and balance and changing seasons 
in life.  “To everything there is a season, and a time for every 
purpose under heaven” the old Book of Wisdom says.  Our 
cherished religious traditions teach us that human beings need 
regular “sabbath” experiences of rest and renewal, recreation 
and a different pace.  The most common discipline for thousands 
of years (in the Jewish, Christian and Muslim faiths) required 
one day out of each seven to be different—an “off-season.”  

The modern world has relentlessly encroached on that principle 
(some of us still remember “blue laws,” a relic of a previous era that 
required a sabbath day of non-essential retail activity).  And it may 
not be coincidental that neglecting to build sabbath renewal into 
our lives (whether we attend religious worship or not) comes at the 
same time as skyrocketing stress, self-medication with alcohol and 
drugs and strains on marriages and family lives and relationships.

The principle of a sabbath rest, a sabbatical, an off-season, can 
bring blessings to people in all places.  I personally choose to 
give myself mini off-seasons regularly to try to maintain some 
balance and perspective.  Although I’m a sports fan, I need to 
get away sometimes from the relentless non-stop drumbeat of 
games and scores and standings, and all the media hype that is 
overwhelming.   Candidly, I believe many of our professional 
sports seasons are far too long, and both the players and fans 
find it hard to maintain an intensity of interest.  We all need a 
break. The athletes certainly do; and so do the fans.

I am also an interested follower of what happens in our nation’s 
political and governmental life, but the nonstop politics of cable 
news and the rhetoric and shenanigans of politicians wear me 
out.  When political pundits start talking as soon as an election is 
finished about the next election, I want to scream “Give us a break 
for a few months!”  I occasionally decide to grant myself a sabbath 
of a week of no news broadcasts—and it feels wonderful!

One other area of life that deserves an off-season: the use of 
technology.  While I am not one who has a cell phone surgically 
attached to my hand as some seem to, we all find that the demands 
of email, internet, texts, social media and phone calls can seem 
unrelenting. Expectations are that every communication must be 
responded to immediately.  And it can become too much.  Going 
“unplugged” from time to time can be liberating and restorative.  

I encourage you to look at the flow of your daily life.  Are there 
some things that you need to step aside from for a while?  Do 
you need a sabbatical from activities that have become too 
overwhelming or controlling?

Dr. Doug Pratt is the Senior Pastor of First Presbyterian Church in 
Bonita Springs.

Commentary By Pastor Doug Pratt

IN PRAISE OF OFF-SEASONS
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License: CGC1508697

Our commitment to the highest standards of service 
creates life-changing transformations and client 
experiences. Given a passion for renovation, Lykos has 
attracted a family of qualified professionals who truly love 
their work. The difference is evident—just ask our clients. 

For more design inspiration,  
visit us online at  
RemodelingNaples.com/Gallery

 From the design stage through 
construction, The Lykos Group delivered 

a first class experience, and a final 
product we are proud to call home. 

L A W R E N C E A N D B E T H E .

RENOVATIONS FROM $400K  I  Additions  I  Interior & Exterior Transformations  I  Custom Homes  I  RemodelingNaples.com  I  239-594-8510

We love what we do, so will you.TM

O U R  P A S S I O N  P R E C E D E S  U S

TRAVELING GLOBALLY has increased over the years.  
Additionally, the cost of hospitalization and medical care for 
visitors to a foreign country has increased and these countries 
don’t want to be the ones bearing that cost.  Many countries are 
starting to require that travelers have insurance.  

While we have always strongly advised that you have travel 
insurance, it’s different for us now to advise you that you MUST 
have travel insurance for certain countries.  How is this checked?  
Frequently you need to give your insurance policy number if 
you are obtaining an entry visa.  Or, a tour operator may need 
to see your insurance documentation.  We have not heard of 
clients being turned away at borders if they don’t have insurance.  
But you should be aware several countries that require insurance 
have an insurance office in their main arrival airport, making 
it convenient for you to walk over and purchase it on the spot.  
And not only are countries trying to ensure you are covered, 
but many tour companies that travel to exotic areas, or involve 
adventure travel, are requiring that you have medical insurance.  

According to a recent survey by InsureMyTrip, one out of five 
Americans is unaware of their health insurance limitations.  
Many Americans are mistaken about their coverage when 
traveling abroad and most think their Medicare covers them.  

In most cases, it does not.  There are a few Medicare policies that 
cover international travel, but very few.  

If you are unsure about your medical coverage, it’s important 
to check!  Some of the major credit card companies cover your 
medical insurance if you pay for your entire trip costs on their 
credit card.   That does not cover cancellation charges if you need 
to cancel, only medical while you are traveling.  Be sure to check 
with your credit card then ask your agent for insurance.  It’s very 
important.  You should know that cancellation insurance covers 
cancellation for medical reasons for you and your immediate 
family.   If your grandchild has a car accident a few days before 
you are scheduled to travel and you need to cancel your trip, 
you can get your money back if you have cancellation insurance.  
It does not cover cancellation of a trip because your grandchild 
wants to get married while you’re away — it has to be for medical 
reasons and a doctor is required to complete a basic form.  

Be sure you are protected, it may be required!

By Pat Hazen, CTC 

Pelican Landing House of Travel

 239-948-1000

The Seasoned Traveler 
TRAVEL INSURANCE … REQUIRED?
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The Lummis Team
RESIDENTS, GOLF MEMBERS & REAL ESTATE SPECIALISTS

Bonita Bay

           TheLummisTeam.com      RoyalShellSales.com
26811 S. Tamiami Trail, Bonita Springs, Florida 34134

Max:      239-289-3541 • MaxLummis@gmail.com

Corye:    239-273-3722 • CoryeReiter@gmail.com
Connie:  239-289-3543 • ConnieLummis@gmail.com

  Featured   Listings

The Lummis Team has represented buyers and sellers of properties in Bonita Bay since 
1999.  Our team has a combined 45 years experience in real estate sales in Southwest Florida, and has been 

among the top producing sales teams in closed sales for the past several years.  
We thank our many loyal clients for their trust and support.

As year round residents of Bonita Bay and golfing members of the Club, we are in a position to fully 
understand not only the market, but also the unparalleled lifestyle and amenities Bonita Bay has to offer.  

Please call us if you are considering buying or selling for a confidential consultation and property valuation.

Recently Sold

Experience • Integrity • Communication • Service 
• Dedication • Proven Track Record

*The Lummis Team has worked with sellers and buyers or both in the above listings and sales.

26100 Mandevilla Dr.   
$2,650,000

PENDING IN 1 DAY!
SPRING RIDGE

26591 Rookery Lake Dr 

4951 Bonita Bay Blvd #1802

ESPERIA

26881 Wedgewood Dr #204

WEDGEWOOD

4451 Deerwood Ct

DEERWOOD

27220 Ridge Lake Ct. 

RIVER RIDGE

3080 Laurel Ridge

LAUREL RIDGE

27540 Riverbank Dr

ANCHORAGE

26160 Isle Way

BERMUDA COVE

26349 Augusta Creek

AUGUSTA CREEK

26230 Woodlyn Dr. 
$3,875,000

4951 Bonita Bay Blvd. #1804   
$850,000

ESPERIA

ROOKERY LAKE

4851 Bonita Bay Blvd #804 

TAVIRA

4731 Bonita Bay Blvd

HORIZONS

4931 Bonita Bay Blvd #1001 

AZURE

4111 Harbor Oaks Ct

HIDDEN HARBOR

27100 Enclave Dr.   
$549,000

ENCLAVE
27281 Oak Knoll Dr

OAK KNOLL

27250 Ridge Lake Ct.   
$929,000

RIVER RIDGE

4951 Bonita Bay Blvd. PH 101  

ESPERIA

27180 Oak Knoll Dr.   
$1,575,000

NEW LISTING
OAK KNOLL

 4751 Bonita Bay Blvd. #302 
$715,000

NEW LISTING
VISTAS

26920 Montego Pointe Ct. #102   
$429,000

NEW LISTING
BAY POINTE

3330 Crossings Ct. #405   
$369,000

NEW LISTING
CROSSINGS

BAYWOODS

PENDING IN 3 DAYS!
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among the top producing sales teams in closed sales for the past several years.  
We thank our many loyal clients for their trust and support.

As year round residents of Bonita Bay and golfing members of the Club, we are in a position to fully 
understand not only the market, but also the unparalleled lifestyle and amenities Bonita Bay has to offer.  

Please call us if you are considering buying or selling for a confidential consultation and property valuation.

Recently Sold

Experience • Integrity • Communication • Service 
• Dedication • Proven Track Record

*The Lummis Team has worked with sellers and buyers or both in the above listings and sales.

26100 Mandevilla Dr.   
$2,650,000

PENDING IN 1 DAY!
SPRING RIDGE

26591 Rookery Lake Dr 

4951 Bonita Bay Blvd #1802

ESPERIA

26881 Wedgewood Dr #204

WEDGEWOOD

4451 Deerwood Ct

DEERWOOD

27220 Ridge Lake Ct. 

RIVER RIDGE

3080 Laurel Ridge

LAUREL RIDGE

27540 Riverbank Dr

ANCHORAGE

26160 Isle Way

BERMUDA COVE

26349 Augusta Creek

AUGUSTA CREEK

26230 Woodlyn Dr. 
$3,875,000

4951 Bonita Bay Blvd. #1804   
$850,000

ESPERIA

ROOKERY LAKE

4851 Bonita Bay Blvd #804 

TAVIRA

4731 Bonita Bay Blvd

HORIZONS

4931 Bonita Bay Blvd #1001 

AZURE

4111 Harbor Oaks Ct

HIDDEN HARBOR

27100 Enclave Dr.   
$549,000

ENCLAVE
27281 Oak Knoll Dr

OAK KNOLL

27250 Ridge Lake Ct.   
$929,000

RIVER RIDGE

4951 Bonita Bay Blvd. PH 101  

ESPERIA

27180 Oak Knoll Dr.   
$1,575,000

NEW LISTING
OAK KNOLL

 4751 Bonita Bay Blvd. #302 
$715,000

NEW LISTING
VISTAS

26920 Montego Pointe Ct. #102   
$429,000

NEW LISTING
BAY POINTE

3330 Crossings Ct. #405   
$369,000

NEW LISTING
CROSSINGS

BAYWOODS

PENDING IN 3 DAYS!
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DuFrane’s
Savvy II

8200 Health Center Boulevard, Suite 103
Bonita Springs, Florida 34135

DuFrane’s 
Savvy II

Coconut Rd
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Point M
all

Bonita Community
Health Center
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Monday thru Friday 
10am - 5pm

239-495-9005

fine jewelry • estate jewelry • custom design • repairs • watch repairs
engraving • pearl & bead re-stringing • appraisals • giftware

We’ve been serving Southwest Florida with the finest, 
professional paint and millwork services for over 15 years.

239-948-0648 
info@premierhomefinishes.com
License # CBC 1259717 

Choose Quality. 
Choose Premier.

The Classics Country Club at Lely ResortFebruary 11-172019

Enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime experience

The Chubb Classic
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR
FineMark National Bank & Trust Investment 
Roundtable Discussion
February 7, 2–3 p.m.
Bonita Bay Lifestyle Center, Community Room

Bonita Springs Historical Society Speaker Series – Our 
Water Crisis: What’s Wrong and What You Can Do To Help
February 7, 7 p.m.
Free for members and students, all others $5
Bonita Springs Lions Club, 10346 Pennsylvania Avenue, West 
of Old 41 Road
Based on her two decades of environmental science and 
advocacy experience, Executive Director Jennifer Hecker of 
the Charlotte Harbor National Estuary Program will explain 
the challenges and actions that can be taken to preserve the 
environment that supports our economy and quality of life.

Bonita Springs National Art Festival
February 9-10, 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Riverside Park, 10450 Reynolds Street
View and purchase artwork of 200 National and International 
artists while supporting the many programs of the Center for 
the Arts. 100% of the proceeds go back into the community, 
shaping both our present and future. For more information, 
visit us on the web at www.artcenterbonita.org.

Bonita Bay Garden Club
February 20, 10 a.m.
$30 per person
Bonita Bay Club
Bonita Bay Garden Club brings in a special guest, Marta 
McDowell, for a lecture and book signing for her book, “All the 
President’s Gardens, Madison’s Cabbages to Kennedy’s Roses – 
How the White House Grounds Have Grown With America.” 
All proceeds go to the Wonder Garden’s new Lorikeet House. 
Questions? Please contact Mimi Gallo 239-992-3936.

Bonita Bay Veterans Council
“Thank You for Your Service” Gala
Monday, March 4, 2019
At Bonita Bay Club
Fundraiser will be held in support of the BBVC's Mission to 
assist local Veterans and their families. The price to attend is 
$150 per person.  
Reservations can be made by calling the Bonita Bay Club 
concierge at: (239) 495-0200. The bill may be charged to your 
Club account or a credit card.

The Indiana Society of SW Florida
Save the Date
March 21, 6–7:30 p.m.
$25 per person
Bonita Bay Club Fireside Room
Come hear keynote speaker John S. Pistole, President of 
Anderson University and Former Deputy Director of the FBI & 
Administrator of the TSA. Hors d’oeuvres will be served. Cash 
Bar.  Sponsored by BrightStar Care and Family Wealth Tax 
Advisory. RSVP: Tracy Galbraith at 239-321-5001 or tracy@
familywealthtaxadvisory.com.

http://www.artcenterbonita.org
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5920 Goodlette-Frank Road
Naples, FL 34109 

239.774.4000 | 866.953.0070   
naplestrustcompany.com

NOT FDIC INSURED  I  NOT GUARANTEED  I  MAY LOSE VALUE 

 
Celebrating 10 Years

370 Families
6 Florida Locations

$2 Billion Under Management 
Protect your personal balance sheet 

with a Family Office approach 
to Wealth Management. 

Discover the difference.

ONE MISSION

West McCann, CFA
President

Carol B. Boyd
Regional Corporate 

Director

Investment Management | Trust & Estate Services | Family Office Services
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I WAS RECENTLY INTERVIEWED about the 
growth Bonita Springs is experiencing. It is great to 
see the media take notice in a positive manner of the 
many things that are happening in Bonita Springs. 
For this article, I’d like to touch on some of the great 
projects that have been completed or are in progress.

As you probably know, the City of Bonita Springs 
worked with both the community and private sector 
to create a more people-friendly downtown area.  
Through the downtown project, we created a better 
connected street network for people walking, biking 
or taking public transit.  The Downtown project 
was mentioned in the 2018 Smart Streets report, titled The Best 
Complete Streets Initiative of 2017. The City of Bonita Springs was 
one of 12 communities selected nationwide that did exemplary 
work on implementing complete streets initiatives.  The judges 
chose Bonita Springs Downtown Improvements Project, and 
cited specifically Bonita Springs’ goal to improve accessibility and 
safety in its downtown area.  In addition, the City incentivized 
development that promotes job growth and affordable housing.   

We have a growing community in Bonita Springs.  We have known 
why this is such a desirable place to live all along and we can’t deny 
others are becoming more enlightened with each passing day.   Our 
population increased by 4.8% between July 1, 2015 and July 1, 2016, 
the latest figures available from the US Census Bureau.  We are the 
eighth fastest growing city, by percentage, in the United States.

Two substantial private downtown development projects are also 
in progress. Mosaic at Oak Creek is a mixed-use development 
with 273 residential units featuring ten buildings, each three stories 
tall, built on 18 acres along Dean Street and the corner of Old 
41 Road. The Terry Street Assemblage includes five buildings 
centered around the southeast corner of Terry Street and Old 41 
Road. Mosaic has already broken ground and the Terry Street 
Assemblage is in application mode.

Bonita Springs High School is now open. Go Bullsharks! I hope to 
see you at game sometime. It’s really a great experience to see the 
students of Bonita representing our community.  

The new Bonita Springs Lee County Library, being built just 
off Old 41, will be a cornerstone and anchor of the downtown 
revitalization. The library location is at the 27300 block of Felts 
Avenue. The new two-story library is expected to open this summer. 
Set between Reynolds and Childers streets, the new library will 
offer 31,000 square feet of space with 16,500 feet of the overall area 
available for meeting space.  Plans are for the first floor to house a 
reception area, a large meeting room and a children’s area.  Books, 
computers, tables and a teen area are planned for the second floor.  
Plans are to include an outdoor balcony on the second floor with an 
option for patrons to enjoy the outdoors while reading.

The Bonita Spring Historical Society (BSHS) has announced 
completion of another renovation phase of their McSwain Home 
at 27451 Old US 41 Road. Charlie Strader, president of the 
Historical Society, says, “After the city roadwork was finished in 
front of the McSwain Home, we’ve been able to implement part of 
the design plan that will help make the home, which is the oldest 
on Old US 41, a showpiece of adaptive restoration.” In late 2011, 
the Humphries family graciously donated the McSwain Home to 
BSHS. Because the home is one of Bonita’s oldest houses and a 

fine example of early pioneer architecture, the home 
was renovated and is now used to increase awareness 
of our town’s history and to highlight the beauty in 
historic buildings that contribute so much to our Old 
Florida, small town character. It is the oldest building 
remaining on our section of Old US 41. 

During Phase I of the restoration, new pilings were 
added beneath the house and repairs made to the 
framing and flooring. Deteriorating windows and 
doors were replaced, the interior was reworked, vinyl 
siding was removed and the original wood siding 
was restored. Electric and plumbing were brought 

up to date and an air conditioning system donated by the Trane 
Company was installed. The home is now stabilized, solid and 
protected from the elements.

The City continues to review zoning regulations, proposing 
amendments where warranted to allow progress while protecting 
the city and the public interest. An amendment to Land 
Development now requires developers to conduct outreach 
meetings with residents affected by contemplated projects. Mixed-
use and a form-based zoning code structure for the downtown area 
is being explored using an international planning consultant while 
gathering input through workshops and public meetings.  The city-
owned Bamboo and Levin lot properties located at 27333 Old 41 
Rd. are areas that would be included in this process. 

With successful growth comes additional responsibilities.  The top 
strategic initiatives are accessibility and connectivity throughout 
our city.  Developments include work on the Quadrant Plan and 
the West Terry Street Project.

One issue identified and spoken about previously is alleviating 
congestion at the Bonita Beach Rd./US 41 intersection.  We have 
worked with FDOT/Lee County DOT/Lee County MPO to get a 
Bonita Beach Road/US 41 intersection study approved and onto 
Lee County’s MPO long-range transportation plan.

Another initiative IS the adoption of a city-wide bicycle/pedestrian 
plan to improve safety and encourage connectivity.   We worked 
with Alta Design to develop a West Terry Street Project Workshop 
that gave our residents a voice.  What we heard is there is a 
desire to connect neighborhoods along US41 to West Terry Street 
for improved safety. Citizens want point-to-point connectivity, 
adventure, nature and family fun along this path.  A proposal was 
developed to include a 12’ wide multi-use path and 7’ buffered bike 
lanes along the West Terry street corridor.  Plans also include a new 
park site at the entry to the utility easement, with the potential for 
picnic areas, a shady pergola with seating and a transit stop. The 
project is now in design phase.

Some of the news stations recently covered a resident’s concern 
that continued growth will bring an increase in taxes. I’m happy to 
inform you that the council did vote not to increase taxes for this 
fiscal year. The City is still waiting on FEMA to pay $6 million in 
disaster payback.

If you are interested in finding out more city news or connecting 
with the city to learn about future projects, please visit the city 
website at www.cityofbonitasprings.org.  Bonita Bay residents 
can also tune in to Bonita Television as the City of Bonita Springs 
channel is now available on Hotwire. The channel number is 398.

From the Mayor’s Desk By Mayor Peter Simmons, Riverwalk

https://exchange.cityofbonitasprings.org/owa/redir.aspx?C=cqFGed9sZkWqGxFCaLgz-J4LZUnpWdYILwzoPdqknJ5SWJBPEjym20UJ-898QTlbuGJ2aW0nC2A.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cityofbonitasprings.org
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Bonita Bay Uncorked
By Lana Novak, Certified Sommelier, EstanciaWINES FOR CABERNET SAUVIGNON LOVERS

MY NEW YEAR’S WINE RESOLUTION was to drink 
more red wine and less Cabernet Sauvignon. It’s not that I 
am anti-Cabernet -- I love it. It’s that I have Cab Sav fatigue.

When I hand guests a glass of something other than 
Cabernet Sauvignon, they look at me stunned. You’d think I 
poured them a glass of turpentine! They haven’t noticed that 
I switched the Cab they started drinking at the beginning of 
the evening to a different red hours ago. One day they will 
thank me for my genius!

We live in the land of perpetual summer here, with winter 
temperatures hovering in the 80’s. Sometimes a glass of big, 
tannic, alcoholic Cab is just not what I crave, but I still want 
red wine! Excluding Pinot Noir, which I like but has a very 
different flavor profile from Cabernet, here are some red wines 
that will appeal to confirmed Cabernet Sauvignon drinkers.

These three wines have low acidity and fruity full-bodied 
flavor, like Cabernet Sauvignon, but they are lower in 
alcohol and price. And they are delicious!

My first Cab Sav substitute is wine from Languedoc 
(pronounced long-dock) in Southern France along the 
Mediterranean. These dense concentrated wines have 
raspberry, cherry and burnt blackberry flavors, but a soft 
voluptuous elegance that says, “Drink me!” 

My favorite, Ch. Puech-Haut Prestige ($25), is readily 
available in our area at both Total Wine and The French, 
a lovely restaurant in downtown Naples, which offers it by 
the glass or bottle. Although wine from Languedoc is made 
mainly with Syrah, and some Grenache, Mourvedre and 
Carignan, I have fooled many Cab lovers into thinking they 
were drinking an inky, smooth Cab. Try to find a Napa Cab 
at that price and under 15% alcohol!

Le Pont Bandol ($21) is another lovely wine from this 
perpetually sunny region with ripe intense red fruit and soft 
tannins, and 14% alcohol. The Languedoc winner of the “it 
doesn’t have to be expensive to be good” award goes to La 
Cuvée Mystique ($14) with 13.5% alcohol. It has dark cassis 
fruit and lush tannins. Remember lower alcohol means less 
calories and diminished hangovers! 

My two other options for Cab geeks both come from the 
Alba region of Piedmont in northwestern Italy. The first, 
Barbera, made from 100% Barbera grapes, is a warm 
climate wine that exhibits ripe currant flavor with a nuance 
of smokiness. Perfect for grilling! 

Locally, I found Lanzavecchia Seta Barbera d’Alba ($31) 
very highly rated, only 14% alcohol and with juicy full-

bodied dark fruit and velvety tannins. Another I like is 
Rocca Felice Barbera d’Alba ($17) with 13.5% alcohol. It is 
intense, smoky and beautiful. Cascina la Zerba di Volpedo 
($19) is full of blackberry essence and very elegant.

The other Alba gem is Dolcetto (pronounced dohl-CHEHT-
oh). Made from Dolcetto grapes, it means “little sweet one.” 
Even though the wines are vinified dry, with no residual 
sugar, there is a similar perception of sweetness as in many 
ripe Napa Cabernets. Dolcetto’s acidity balances the sugar 
to produce a rich fruity wine with just enough tannin to have 
lush smoothness. It is the everyday wine that all the famous 
Barolo growers drink and the best Dolcetto comes from the 
area around the Alba.

Cortese Dolcetto d’Alba Trifolera ($22) is grown in a single 
vineyard, with unfiltered blackberry and black cherry flavors 
and a rich mouthfeel. Rocca Felice Dolcetto d’Alba ($14) 
is medium-bodied with ripe cherry flavor, and made by 
the Lanzavecchia family, in business for three generations, 
which also makes the first Barbera I mentioned. Now there’s 
a talented family! Sandrone Dolcetto d’Alba ($24) is made 
in a very sophisticated style and is under 13% alcohol.

All these wines have an intense ripe style, but no hard edges. 
You may have noticed, they are all grown in warm climates 
like Napa, which allow for ripe grapes, but are aged for a 
shorter time in old (not new) oak. This gives them more 
smoothness and velvety softness. 

So, maximize your wine buying dollars and try these off-
the-beaten track wines. Serve them at cellar temperature 
around 55-65 degrees, as warm red wine tastes harsh and 
bitter, kind of like drinking warm beer.  Cheers!
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FAMILY WEALTH PLANNING 
A Holistic Perspective 

Families & Individuals | Women in Transition | Next Generation 

Tom LaMacchio 
Registered Representative 

Nadia Keric, CFP® 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 

Vanderbilt Galleria 
9115 Corsea Del Fontana Way, Suite 100 // Naples, FL 34109 

www.familywealthplanninggroup.com 

Family Wealth Planning Group is not a registered broker/dealer, and is independent of 
Raymond James Financial Services. Securities are offered through Raymond James Financial 

Services, Inc. Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment Advisory Services are offered through Raymond 
James Financial Services Advisors, Inc. Raymond James and its advisors do not offer tax or legal 

advice. You should discuss any tax or legal matters with the appropriate professional. 

Fran Nolan 
CPA 

Maria Hayes 
CPA 

•   Comprehensive Financial Planning 
•   Coordination & Implementation of Tax,  
     Estate & Investment Strategy 
•   Institutional Investment Process 
• Family Financial Leadership 
        -  Prepare Spouses for Their Future  
            Leadership Role 
        -  Engage Children & Grandchildren 
•   Tax Minimization Techniques 

•   Tax Planning & Projections 
•   Individual & Trust Tax Preparation  
•   CCRC & Life Plan Communities | Tax Strategy 
•   Florida Domicile 
•   Charitable Giving 
   -  Gift of Appreciated Securities 
   -  Qualified Charitable Distribution (QCD) 
•   IRA Distribution Strategies 

Contact us at (239) 321-5001 
Tom.Lamacchio@raymondjames.com 

Nadia.Keric@raymondjames.com 

Contact us at (239) 596-6050 
Jennifer@familywealthtaxadvisory.com 

Vanderbilt Galleria 
9115 Corsea Del Fontana Way, Suite 100 // Naples, FL 34109 

www.familywealthtaxadvisory.com 
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26269 South Tamiami Trail, 
Bonita Springs, FL 34134

239.287.3932
amy@sellingsunshine.com
www.sellingsunshine.com

Brand new pool as of Dec 1, 2018! New pool surface, rebuilt spa, new  
coping and decorative tile. Motivated Seller! Welcome to Mahogany  
Ridge, a rare find in the community of Bonita Bay. From the newly 
landscaped courtyard with brickpavers, to the very private guest 
cabana & the main house open floorplan, this home is a must see! Upon  
entering through the courtyard, you are welcomed into a great room 
with high ceilings, a dining area and entrance to the lanai that overlooks 
the golf course. The main living area allows for plenty of entertaining 
and casual comfort for your closest friends & family. The kitchen,  
adjacent to the living area, features all new appliances, updated 
lighting & a gorgeous view of the lanai. This revival of a classic  
floorplan with a rare golf course view is the type of home everyone 
dreams of living in here in SWFL. 
$1,375,000

MAHOGANY RIDGE
in Bonita Bay

26343 Mahogany Pointe Court

Updated villa. Granite. Stainless. Marble floors. Plantation shutters. 2car garage.  
Beach club, walking paths, parks & marina w/restaurant & charters available. 3 Bed/2(0) 
$440,000

239.287.3932 
Amy@Sellingsunshine.com
www.sellingsunshine.com

27061 ENCLAVE DRIVE

3610 SAWGRASS COURT
Spacious villa next to neighborhood pool. Steal of a deal to live in Bonita Bay. Beach club, 
walking paths, parks & marina with restaurant & charters available. 3 Bed/2(1) 
$450,000

15 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE SELLING BONITA BAY
Thinking of Selling? Call me to for a custom, unique & modern marketing plan on your home.

BAY WOODS  –  26246 Woodlyn Drive 
$3,000,000

ANCHORAGE  –  27540 Riverbank Drive
$925,000

HAMPTONS  –  26951 Wyndhurst Court #201
$670,000

JUST SOLD BY AMY

CREEKSIDE – 3381 Oak Hammock Court 
$1,700,000

HIDDEN HARBOR – 27281 Lakeway Court 
$1,225,000

TUCKAWEYE – 2941 Greenflower Court 
$597,000
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Trust Your Eyes 
to Eye Consultants

Exclusively Focused on Cataract Care, Lens Implant Surgery, and LASIK

239.494.5533  |  BonitaEye.com

2018 | 17 | 16 | 15 | 14 | 13 

BEST CATARACT SURGEON
BEST LASIK SURGEON
BEST EYE SURGEON
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“Linda Heckel of Bonita Bay, Come on Down!”
BWN Staff Writer

Insuring  Homes • Autos • Boats • RVs 

26811 South Bay Dr, #250
Bonita Springs, FL 34134

Phone 239-498-6499 
Fax 239-498-6761

Jennifer Fagan: 
Jennifer@fandmins.com 

Call for a Free Review 
Or visit us at

“The Offices at the Promenade”

Fagan & Michaud Insurance Agency, Inc., 
DBA Jones & Jones Insurance

A Name You Can Trust.You Deserve. Experience

Is something 
missing from your 
insurance policy?

THE YEAR WAS 1979. A gallon 
of gas cost 86¢.  Bell bottoms 
were out; velour was in. It was 
also the year Bonita Bay resident 
Linda Heckel appeared on the 
longest running game show on 
TV, “The Price Is Right.” The 
show, which still airs today, is a 
pricing game, with the top two 
winners going head to head in the 
final “showcase” round.

The first step for any contestant 
was being chosen to “come on down.” In the pre-screening 
outside the studio, Linda’s then husband had a sour face which 
caught the eye of organizers who asked why he looked so glum. 
He retorted, “If you had to stand in this line all day would 
YOU be smiling?” But luckily Linda’s bubbly personality came 
through and during taping, her name was called. 

She was the last person to bid on the first item. Her bid was 
$1.00 higher than all the others and she won. In the next round 
she guessed wrong on the first three items and got booed by the 
audience each time. Luckily the last item was Lucite paint which 
she knew well and she was able to move on to the next round.

Eventually she found herself 
in the Showcase Showdown in 
front of the “big wheel.” The 
goal was to try to get $1.00 or as 
close as possible in one spin or 
a combination of two spins. The 
wheel was much heavier than she 
expected, and she was barely able 
to turn it, but her spin was a lucky 
one and she advanced to the final 
round.

In the final game, each contestant 
was asked to assign a dollar amount to a “showcase” of award 
items. The person whose guess was closest won the items in 
their showcase. Her competitor’s guess was numerically the 
closer one and she jumped up in excitement -- but her guess 
was higher than the actual amount which wasn’t allowed, and 
as the other woman celebrated, host Bob Barker declared 
Linda the winner! 

All of her winnings were delivered to her door the next day, 
including a car and motorcycle. The young man who delivered the 
car couldn’t believe she had won it on tv!  The full episode can be 
seen at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FGn8kOXD5o.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FGn8kOXD5o
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FINESSING

Bridge Lesson

ONCE MANY PLAYERS LEARN the concept of finessing, they rarely 
pass up an opportunity to take the finesse. While it is a valuable technique, 
there are many instances where one should not finesse or delay the finesse 
to a later point in the play of the hand. This article addresses things you 
should consider before taking the finesse. The hands discussed in this 
article are actual hands that came up in recent club play.

Lead: 3♥

♠

AQ105 ♥AQ ♦2 
♣

KJ10987

♠

K9872  ♥J8 ♦K953 
♣

AQ

The contract is 6
♠

. Should you take the heart finesse? Analyze 
the situation before making a decision. If you take the finesse and 
it loses, you could also lose a ♦. Therefore, assuming no 

♠

 losers, 
you end up making only 5

♠

. However, if you count your tricks, 
you have 6

♣

’s, 1♥ and hopefully 5
♠

’s. This adds up to six tricks, 
so don’t take the finesse.  It turned out that the declarer’s RHO did 
hold the K♥ and the A♦ and the 

♠

’s split 3-1. So those declarers 
that took the finesse were held to making 5 while 6 was cold.

Lead: 9
♠

♠

AKJ84  ♥KJ3  ♦10 
♣

Q1075

♠

106 ♥AQ982 ♦QJ83 
♣

K9

You are South in a 4♥ contract. How should you play the 
♠

’s? 
First, note that you are missing two aces. Therefore, look for a way 
to make five tricks. If you take the finesse and it works, you could 
get five 

♠

 tricks. This would give you three ♦ pitches after drawing 
trump. This would hold your losers to one ♦ and one 

♣

. However, 
most players lead low from an honor. There is a good chance the 
finesse will fail. You would then lose the 

♠

Q and the two missing 
aces. The better play is to play the 

♠

A and give up a diamond trick 
while you have trump in the dummy. When you get back in the 
lead, ruff a ♦, draw trump while setting up the 

♠

 suit by playing 
your winning 

♠

 and then ruffing a 
♠

. You must do this in a way to 
maintain communication with the dummy so that you can pitch your 
remaining ♦ on the established 

♠

. Most of the field only made four 
tricks, as the spade finesse failed.

Lead: 4
♠

♠

AKQ106 ♥KQ9 ♦K3 
♣

Q83

♠

7 ♥J1075      ♦A642 
♣

AK75

You are playing with an aggressive partner, and end up as declarer 
playing 6NT. You have one chance to take the 

♠

 finesse, should you? 
You know you have a ♥ loser, the ace. However, you also have three 
♥ winners. Adding to this, you have three sure 

♠

 winners, three sure 
♣

 winners and two ♦ winners, for a total of 11 tricks. You are one trick 
short of making the slam. If the spade finesse wins, there is your twelfth 
trick. Do you see any other possibilities? 

The higher probability of success is to play your sure winners hoping to 
“develop” the twelfth trick. It turns out that your RHO holds 

♠

J8532 
♥84♦J7 

♣

J1092. You win the A
♠

 and start playing ♥. Your LHO 
has the A♥ and it makes no difference when they take the trick. 
However, if they hold up for three tricks, still play the last ♥. Then, take 
your remaining good 

♠

 tricks, keeping communication via the 
♣

 suit 
between your hand and the dummy. The playing of four ♥ forces your 
RHO to make two discards. Notice that they cannot protect both the 

♠

 and 
♣

 suits. They are forced to discard either two 
♠

 or at least one 
♣

, thereby establishing your twelfth trick. This play is called a squeeze.

Lead: 3♥

♠

A1094 ♥AJ9 ♦863 
♣

KQ3

♠

KQJ62 ♥Q72 ♦A10 
♣

J65

As south you open 1
♠

. West preempts 3
♣

 and north cue bids 
4
♣

 showing a limit raise or better in 
♠

s. You bid 4
♠

, which is 
passed out.  You have three losers, one each in the non-trump suits. 
You also have 6

♣

’s, east must be short in 
♣

’s and there is a good 
chance west is short in ♥’s. However, if you win the ♥ lead and 
draw trump, you make the contract.  

It turns out that west holds 
♠

83 ♥4 ♦752 
♣

A1097432 and east 
holds 

♠

75 ♥K108532 ♦KQJ94.  The ♥ finesse fails, and east 
returns a low ♥ asking for a 

♣

 lead, west ruffs and plays the 
A
♣

, with east showing out. West leads a second 
♣

 that east ruffs 
and returns a third ♥ for west to ruff. West obliges and returns 
another

♣

 for east to ruff. You still have a ♦ loser. These add up to 
seven losers for down four. 

The actual results for 
♠

 declarers ranges from making four, down one 
to down four. If west starts with a 

♣

  lead, the contract goes down one. 
However, the ♥ lead gives south an opportunity to make the contract.

To summarize, while finessing is important, it isn’t always the right 
line of play. There are many things you should consider before 
deciding to take the finesse.

Practice:
West (You as declarer) East (Dummy) Contract: 4♥ 
   Opening Lead: A♦
♠

AQ  
♠

876

♥KJ9874 ♥AQ103

♦852  ♦Q109

♣

73  
♣

AQJ

North continues with the 
♦

K and a small 
♦

 which South ruffs. 
South switches to a 

♠

.  Should you finesse?  Only if you like to take 
practice finesses. Notice that even if the 

♠

 finesse works, in order 
to make the contract, the 

♣

 finesse must also work. Assuming the 
K
♣ 

is on side, the finesse can be repeated and a 
♠

 discarded on 
a winning 

♣

. Do not take two finesses when one will do. 

West(You as Declarer) East(Dummy) Contract 4♥ 
   Opening Lead K♦
♠

AQ  
♠

108

♥AK9862 ♥QJ10

♦J98  ♦764

♣

A3  
♣

K8764

North continues with the ♦Q and a ♦ to South’s ♦A. South shifts to a 
♠

. Should you finesse? If there is no other way to avoid the 
♠

 loser, of 
course you finesse. But here you have a chance to establish the 

♠

 suit for 
a 
♠

 discard. If 
♣

 break 3-3 (36%) or 4-2 (48%), you can establish the 
♣

:

Win the 
♠

A and establish the 
♣

 while retaining ♥ entries to 
dummy.

Article written by Sue Wilkening and Fred Scott.
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MY LATEST DINING ADVENTURE took me to La 
Fontanella, located at Pelican Landing just north of Bonita Bay. 
Tucked into a small plaza, the cozy spot did not draw much attention 
at first. Once my sister and I walked in, we were met with a dimly 
lit assortment of wines as well as our host. Marley, who was visiting 
from out of town, was eager to try a new wine as well as their 
famously authentic Italian cuisine. 

Once seated, we were greeted by our waiter, Stefan. Stefan 
was extremely knowledgeable and gave us great wine 
recommendations. He was prompt and paid a great deal of 
attention to our table. After reviewing the dining menu, I found it 
to be somewhat bulky and overwhelming. My sister, on the other 
hand, appreciated the selection. After what felt like an eternity of 
debate, I decided on their Pollo Sorentino which is a pan-seared 
chicken breast with roasted eggplant, a cheese blend and topped 
with a tomato basil sauce. My sister took Stefan up on the catch 
of the day, Chilean Sea Bass.

While we waited on our dinner, I took a moment to take in the 
atmosphere of La Fontanella. Though it had seemed cozy at first, 
La Fontanella’s décor and furniture appeared somewhat outdated 
and out of place in the dim light. Nonetheless, we were comfortable 
and hungry to try something different. As long as the food was 
delicious, we weren’t too concerned with appearances.  

Once our dishes arrived, my first impression was that they were 

beautifully plated. The combination of chicken and eggplant 
was a first for me and I couldn’t have been more pleased. The 
tangy cheeses and acidic tomato basil sauce balanced the dish 
perfectly. Marley’s bass was cooked excellently and had a rich, 
tasty  buttery flavor. We finished the evening by sharing a piece 
of the most decadent tiramisu I think I’ve ever had the pleasure 
to taste. The crisp espresso notes and velvety mascarpone cream 
took the dessert over the top. It was a wonderful way to finish our 
experience at La Fontanella. 

We left feeling satisfied. La Fontanella really makes a point of taking 
care of their customers, from the host down to the busboy. I felt 
welcomed and encouraged to try something new the moment I walked 
into the front door. I can see myself coming back to La Fontanella 
soon to sample more wines and their daily specials. If you love wine 
and real Italian food, I urge you to try this restaurant immediately! 

Ratings: 
Food: ኧ ኧ ኧ ኧ ኧ
Décor: ኧ
Price: ኧ ኧ ኧ ኧ 
Overall Experience: ኧ ኧ ኧ ኧ
 
Address: 24600 Tamiami Trail S #204 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135
Hours: Mon – Sun 4:30 pm to 9:30 pm 

Dining Out with Marina By Marina Fradley, BWN Staff Writer

A FULL-SERVICE LAW FIRM SINCE 1924

henlaw.com • 239.344.1100   Fort Myers • Bonita Springs • Naples

Our Bonita Springs 
Legal Team

Molly A. 
Maggiano
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Condo/HOA

C. Richard 
Mancini
Probate, Trust & 
Guardianship 
Litigation

Business Litigation
Mediation

G. Donald 
Thomson
Real Estate
Mediation
Business Litigation

Christopher 
G. Price
Wills, Trusts &  
Estates
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I DON’T KNOW ABOUT YOU, but I can’t imagine 
anything much worse than watching someone collapse and 
only being able to stand around and do nothing. 

Oh, maybe I’d be fast fingered to call 911. Or I’d likely be 
effective at yelling for help—I can get pretty loud when I 
need to, as evidenced by my behavior at FGCU basketball 
games. 

But last summer when I attended a presentation led by 
Bonita Springs Deputy Fire Chief Richard Scott, I realized I 
needed more preparation. 

That’s when I decided to take the Heartsaver CPR/AED 
training offered by our local Bonita Fire Control & Rescue 
(BonitaFire.org). 

And even though I thought I knew the basics, there were 
three things that surprised me. 

Surprise #1: Uncertain help is significantly better than 
no help at all. 

When I first learned CPR years ago, it seemed a little too 
complicated. 

How many compressions? Where do my hands go? Which 
song do I sing — “Stayin’ Alive” or “I Will Survive”? And 
you want me to put my mouth WHERE??

Yes, there can be a lot of uncertainty around CPR. Add to 
that the adrenaline when you’re actually in a life-threatening 
situation, and it’d be easy to freeze. 

But the firefighters shared data that really struck me:

First, chest compressions are significantly more important 
than mouth-to-mouth breathing. So if you’ve got the icks, 
don’t worry about the licks. 

And most important of all, in cases of cardiac arrest, if 
there’s no CPR before help arrives, there’s NO chance that 
person will survive. 

Help can get there fast. Bonita Fire averages an under six-
minute response rate, but hey, you’ve seen traffic here in 
season—that can vary. But when you step in, you give 
someone a chance to live.

Okay, I got that—it’s important to act. But, I thought, what 
if I do it wrong? I don’t want to hurt the person I’m trying 
to help! 

One of the firefighters put me in my place by responding, 
“What hurts more—a broken rib, or death?”

The reality, I discovered, is that if you’re doing CPR 
compressions correctly, it is HIGHLY LIKELY you’ll crack 

a rib. But a broken rib is survivable. 

Also, it’s good to know that Florida and most US states have 
a Good Samaritan law. That means that if you’re acting in 
good faith to help someone in an emergency, you cannot be 
liable for unintended consequences. 

So the bottom line: if you’re with someone who’s collapsed 
and is not breathing or responding, get CPR cracking. It 
matters. 

Surprise #2: AEDs are shockingly amazing—but you’ve 
got to know where they are. 

Part of the Heartsaver training includes getting hands-on 
with an automated external defibrillator – or AED.

The AED is a toolkit-sized version of what you see TV 
docs using when they dramatically shout “Clear!” It gives a 
specific electrical shock to the patient. 

What’s cool about today’s AEDs is that they’re designed 
so you can’t make a mistake. Once you open the device, 
it actually talks to you and tells you what to do. It’s not as 
chatty as Alexa, but it does the job. 

Having access to an AED is kind of like a bonus round 
between hands-on CPR and your friendly local EMS 
coming to the rescue. 

The question is: do you know where your nearest AED is? 

State law requires that AEDs be placed in public schools, 
state buildings, parks and assisted living facilities. In other 
places, it can be hit or miss, although most businesses have 
one hanging somewhere on a wall. 

After completing the training, I tested myself each time I 
entered an office or building, even if I’d been there 100 
times. Would I know where the AED is, in the same way 
I always seem to identify where the bathroom is?  Many 
times, I didn’t see it — or forgot to look. 

I’m working to get better at this. It’s not easy. But just as 
I’ve gotten better (sadly) about identifying all the exits ahead 
of time in movie theaters, I know I can get better about 
identifying where the AEDs are, too.

(FYI, I did confirm that all of the Bonita Bay Community 
Association patrol vehicles carry an AED. There are also 
AEDs in the community common areas, such as the Beach 
Park. Your neighborhood or building may have one in a 
common space, too—the BBCA does not track or maintain 
those, so if you’re not sure in your ’hood, now is a good time 
to ask.)

How to Save a Heart: Surprise Learnings  About Today’s CPR
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How to Save a Heart: Surprise Learnings  About Today’s CPR
Surprise #3: Saving a life is all about leadership. 

There’s an old saying that if you have a hammer, everything 
looks like a nail. 

And for me, as someone who teaches leadership and 
helps professionals grow theirs, it might be cliché to find 
leadership lessons in something as unconventional as CPR/
AED training. But they’re there. 

When something drastic happens in a crowd, there’s likely 
to be confusion, and someone’s got to take charge and start 
orchestrating what’s next.  

It may as well be you.

After starting CPR, the leader must direct someone 
specifically to call 911 and someone else to get the AED. In 
other words, yelling “Somebody call 911!” isn’t as effective 
as saying, “You — in the green shirt. Call 911 now.” 

(Of course, if you know their name, that’d be a kinder 
approach.)

If you’re doing CPR and there’s no AED coming soon, 
you’ll likely get tired. As in life, even the strongest leader 
can’t do it all. 

Direct someone near you to step in and keep the movement 
going. At this point, you can show them what to do, and the 

firefighters emphasized, keep going until the person starts 
breathing, you find an AED or help arrives. 

One More Surprise

Before this, I hadn’t realized how much more the fire 
department does in addition to, well, fighting fires. 

The public Heartsaver class I attended is offered every 
month, usually on the first Friday. Plus, Bonita Fire has 
multiple public education programs they’ll bring to a group 
or deliver at one of their locations. It’s a great service that 
we don’t take advantage of enough. Just call 239-949-6200 
or go to BonitaFire.org to learn more. 

I’m hoping a friend, neighbor or stranger never collapses 
near me and needs CPR. But now I’m more confident that if 
it should happen, I know what to do. Here’s to Stayin’ Alive! 

When she’s not checking for AEDs in our community, Darcy Eikenberg, 
PCC, runs RedCapeRevolution.com, a leadership development company 
where she coaches and consults with high performing individuals and 
teams all over the world. She’s also the host of the Bonita Business 
Podcast, featuring stories from right in our own backyard. Listen in 
and learn more at BonitaBusinessPodcast.com.

By Darcy Eikenberg, Cracker Cove

www.BrayCapitalAdvisors.com

Naples, Florida
(239) 451-6008

Cleveland, Ohio
(216) 573-3776

Private Wealth Management

Christopher P. Bray, JD, CPA
Michael A. Harris, CFA 

Marcie A. Rebardo 

Darian H. Chen, CFA
Brian J. Tolin, CFA 

Kimberly S. Wilmore
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239.591.3837
799 Walkerbilt Road, Naples, Florida 34110

BayHouseNaples.com

Bloody Mary Pitchers & Endless Mimosas
Sunday Brunch on the River 10:30am-2pm

The Claw Bar Daily 4pm
The Dining Room Daily 5pm

Café Gourmand
9853 Tamiami Trail N. 

(Corner 99th Ave N. and US 41)
North Naples, FL 34108

Tel: (239) 260-7109
email: contact@cafegourmand.net

French Cuisine
 
Breakfast - Lunch from Tuesday until Sunday
Crêpes - Quiches - Omelets - 
Sandwiches on French Baguette Bread
Dinner on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
French Onion Soup - Escargots - Duck à l’Orange - 
Beef Bourguignon and much more ...

Please check our menus on our website:  
www.cafegourmand.net

BREAKFAST ON THE BAY
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS

DAILY HAPPY HOUR
3:00 -6:00 PM

DAILY SPECIALS

LOCATED ON THE WATER BEHIND SANTINI MARINA PLAZA
www.FishTaleDining.com

7225 Estero Boulevard • (239) 747-6500

Dining Around Town
BONITA SPRINGS
A Table Apart  221-8540 
Angelina’s Ristorante 390-3187
Backwater Jacks 992-3030
Bay House Restaurant 591-3837
Big Hickory Seafood Grille and Marina 992-0991
Bonefish Grill 390-9208
British Open Pub 949-0302
Cafe Gourmand 260-7109
Carrabba’s Italian Grill 949-0981
Chop’s City Grill 992-4677
Cirella’s Restaurant 948-3885
Coconut Jack’s Waterfront Grille 676-7777
DeRomo’s Gourmet Market and Restaurant 325-3583
Doc’s Beach House Restaurant 992-6444
Doug’s Seafood 992-1902
Dolly’s Produce Patch & Eatery 992-8939
Fishtale 463-4448 
Ristorante Enrico 949-2204
Figs Grille 390-1700
Fish House Restaurant 495-5770
Iguana Mia 949-1999
Komoon Thai Sushi Ceviche 948 4663
La Fontanella 498-6808
Manhattan Steakhouse 676-8687
Mel’s Diner 949-3080
Molino's 992-7025
Old 41 Restaurant 948-4190
Pincher’s Crab Shack 948-1313
Rodes Fresh-n-Fancy 992-4040
Roy’s of Bonita Springs 498-7697
Royal Scoop 992-2000

✶

✶

✶

✶

✶

✶

✶

✶

Open 5pm-9pm
Reservations

(239) 221-8540
www.atableapart.com
4295 Bonita Beach Road
Bonita Springs, Fl 34134

Early Dining Specials
Gift Certificates Available

26841 South Bay Drive, Suite 159
Bonita Springs, FL 34134

239-992-7025 • Fax 239-992-6269
MolinosNaples.com
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Seasons 52 594-8852
Skillets 992-9333
Survey Café 992-2233
Sushi Thai Too 992-5600
Sweet Melissa’s  330-4559
Tanglewood  444-1234
The Other Side Bistro 992-7433
Wylds Café 947-0408

ESTERO
California Pizza Kitchen 498-7667
Ruth’s Chris Steak House 948-8888
Tarpon Bay at the Hyatt 390-4295
Yogurt Mountain  495-8582

FORT MYERS BEACH
Flipper's on the Bay 765-1040

NAPLES
Baleen’s at La Playa 598-5707
Bay House Restaurant 591-3837
Bravo Cucina Italiana 514-0042
Charlie Chiang’s 593-6688
Cote D’Azur 597-8867
Deep Lagoon Seafood 631-6266
Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse  598-2424
Inca’s Kitchen 352-3200
Komoon Thai Sushi Ceviche 596-9991
Salsa Brava Mexican Grill 254-0222
The Capital Grille 254-0640
Turtle Club Restaurant 592-6557
USS Nemo’s 261-6366
Watermark Grille 596-1400

✶

✶

✶

✶

USDA Prime        Dry-Aged Steak

239.676.8687
24940 S. Tamiami Trail #103 Bonita Springs, FL 34134

www.M1Steakhouse.com   Fax 239.676.8689

RESERVATIONS:
239 390 4295

BEST
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
IN SWFL
SEAFOOD BUFFET
ENTREE
CHAMPAGNE
LIVE JAZZ

SEAFOOD | BRUNCH | LIVE JAZZSEAFOOD | BRUNCH | LIVE JAZZ

HYATT REGENCY COCONUT POINT
5001 COCONUT RD. BONITA SPRINGS 

HYATT REGENCY COCONUT POINT
5001 COCONUT RD. BONITA SPRINGS 

BEST
SUNDAY
BRUNCH
IN SWFL
SEAFOOD BUFFET
ENTREE
CHAMPAGNE
LIVE JAZZ

RESERVATIONS:
239 390 4295

BY BOAT:  Big Carlos Pass / Ch. Marker 4 
 Lat: 26.406.255  Long : 81.876.262

BY CAR:  8771 Estero Boulevard  
Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931 

(239) 765-1025 • www.FlippersOTB.com

   OPEN DAILY 7:30 AM - 10:00 PM
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Creative Cuisine. Captivating Views. 
Escape to Flippers for breakfast, lunch and dinner and

watch the dolphins and manatees play in the back bay 
waters as you enjoy the cuisine of Chef Juan Cruz.  
The al fresco restaurant provides a perfectly natural 
setting to enjoy Southwest Florida at its best.

Located at 
Lovers Key Resort

NEW MENU
of Italian Favorites

HYATT REGENCY
COCONUT POINT RESORT

5001 COCONUT ROAD,
BONITA SPRINGS, FL
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Sales Center Open Daily

26951 Country Club Drive, Bonita Springs

239.301.4940

SeaglassAtBonitaBay.com

LUXURY COASTAL CONTEMPORARY 3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWER ESTATES FROM $1.23M 

Your wait for unparalleled luxury is over. Seaglass, the ultra luxurious tower in Bonita Bay, 

is now ready to dazzle you with elegance, sophistication and style. With Seaglass now 

complete, your chance for spectacular living is just beginning.

ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS MAKE REFERENCE TO THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN AND THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED 
BY SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. Community features, amenities and pricing are approximate and subject to change without notice. The information and materials displayed on materials 
provided to you are solely intended to provide general information about proposed plans of WSR-Bonita Bay, LLC. These proposed plans are conceptual in nature and are subject to change or cancellation (in whole or in part) at any time without notice. Land uses, 
public and private facilities, improvements, and plans described or depicted on any materials are conceptual only, subject to government approvals and market factors, and subject to change without notice. Nothing in these materials obligates WSR-Bonita Bay, LLC, 
or any other entity to build any facilities or improvements, and there is no guarantee that any illustrated or described proposed future development will be implemented. Neither the information and materials provided to you, nor any commu-
nication made or given in connection with and of the foregoing may be deemed to constitute any representation or warranty or may otherwise be relied upon by any person or entity for any reason whatsoever. Equal Housing Opportunity.

T O W E R  I S  N O W  C O M P L E T E D

M OV E  I N  TO DAY
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Editors note: Julie Rosner is a junior studying journalism at Florida 
Gulf Coast University. She is an accomplished Digital Producer with 
experience in online media. A member of the Honors college, the school 
paper staff and a sorority, Julie has a passion for being involved and 
interacting with the community around her.  She has recently joined 
the Bay Watch News team, delivering her generation’s perspective on 
some interesting issues.

Grandma and Grandpa,

You have both positively impacted my life in tremendous 
ways. From your stories, your kindness, to your words of 
encouragement, I wouldn’t have made it through some of 
the hardest parts of my life without you both by my side. The 
wisdom, the advice and the stories you both share continue to 
teach me as I grow. I truly could not imagine my life without you 
two. Here are just a few of the examples of why grandparents, 
in general, are a true blessing.

1.  They won't let their grandchildren go hungry.
Grandparents won't let their grandchildren go hungry. Even if 
their grandchildren say they are full or don’t want anything to 
eat, grandparents offer to go to the store miles away or cook 
their favorite meal all to make them happy.

2. Grandparents compliment their grandchildren 
any chance they can.
Grandparents only ever have nice things to say. Even if their 
grandchildren are tone deaf or cannot draw a stick figure, they 
think they are amazing in whatever they do. In the end, they 
love their grandchildren no matter what.

3.  A grandparent always makes their grandchild feel 
good, even on bad days. 
If a young adult feels like they have gained some weight or 
are simply going through a hard time, grandparents always 
know the right thing to say. A grandparent is any grandchild’s 
biggest supporter on and off the field. No matter the situation, 
grandparents always know how to talk through any problem. 
They have the power to turn any day around with a simple 
phone call.

4.  They market their grandchild to the world as the 
smartest person they know.
Whether grandchildren did poorly on an exam, or feel like they 
are not good enough, a grandparent will make them realize that 
all those thoughts are untrue. A grandparent will gloat to their 
friends about how amazing and successful their grandkid is. 
To grandparents, their grandchildren are intelligent and make 
them proud no matter what. 

5. They have life experiences from which their 
grandchildren can learn.
Grandparents have seen and been through it all. With tons of stories 
and wisdom to share that will help anyone grow, grandparents 
have so much knowledge that can really help down the road.

7.  Grandparents teach what hard work, determination, 
perseverance, self-confidence and never losing hope 
actually mean.
A lesson my grandparents have taught is that no matter what 
life throws your way, a person must be strong and never give 
up. Life is not always going to be easy. A person must learn how 
to persevere no matter the obstacles. Grandparents teach their 
grandchildren to look at the positive and be thankful rather 
than pick at all the trivial problems.

8. Grandparents have the answers to almost 
everything.
Grandparents have been through a lot during their lifetimes. 
They have lived. Between raising their own families and going 
through many of the same obstacles their grandchildren will 
face in the future, the world has changed drastically since 
they were young, but their advice and stories always help. 
Grandparents are practically walking history books. They 
somehow know the answer to any question. Whether it be 
a question regarding family history or needing help with a 
subject at school, grandparents always seem to know the 
answer. All throughout high school and still to this day, I call 
my grandparents either to ask a medical question as to why I 
may be sick or a logical question. Regardless of how ridiculous 
I may sound, they always have an answer and it never seems 
to surprise me!

9. They display and collect their grandchildren’s art 
and pictures like museum curators.
Whether their grandchild can paint a circle or a remake of 
Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry Night, grandparents always display 
their grandchildren’s pictures and art work for all their friends 
to see. They are proud of them no matter what and the kids are 
VIP’s in their eyes.

10. They love their grandchildren unconditionally.
Grandparents are the people in life that provide love no matter 
what. They want the best for them. Grandparents know that life 
is short and continue to remind their grandchildren how great 
they are, so they know it.

The Way I See It…from FGCU
By Julie Rosner, BWN Staff Writer
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Big Screen Movie Reviews
BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY
Director:  Bryan 
Singer
Writers:  Anthony 
McCarten and Peter 
Morgan
Stars:  Rami 
Malek, Lucy 
Boynton
Runtime:  126 
minutes

Bohemian Rhapsody is a 
biopic about the lead 
singer of the British 
rock group Queen, 
popular in the 1970-1980 years.  Farrokh Bulsara, played by 
Rami Malek (Elliot in the Golden Globe Award winner, Mr. 
Robot) finds his way into a failing band, changes his name to 
Freddie Mercury and becomes its flamboyant and popular 
lead singer.  The band goes on to create an album called 
Bohemian Rhapsody which puts them into the higher echelon 
of rock.  Freddy asks his long-time girlfriend to move in with 
him, fights an inner sexual identity battle, has problems with 
loyalties, parties hard with his new druggy mates, “divorces” 
both Mary and the band and becomes infected with AIDS. 

Other members of Queen don’t get much play in this biopic. 
The trials and tribulations of the unsteady Freddy are 
predictable. The large amount of concert footage including 
the rabid fans gets tiresome, all of which contributes to the 
overall flat storyline.  

Malek’s performance has all the required gyrations of today’s 
rock singer and the look-alike dental chops of Freddie.  He’s 
getting lots of kudos (including the Golden Globe for best 
performance by an actor). Sorry, I don’t think running around 
during a concert singing with a huge dental prosthetic subs 
for acting.  This could have been a lot better as a six-minute 
MTV video.  

Note: Although I didn’t think much of it, apparently the 
Hollywood Foreign Press did as it won best drama at last 
month’s Golden Globe Awards Ceremony, and has netted 5 
Oscar nominations, including Best Picture.

FIRST REFORMED
Director:  Paul 
Schrader
Writer:  Paul 
Schrader
Stars:  Ethan 
Hawke, Amanda 
Seyfried, Cedric the 
Entertainer
Runtime:  135 
minutes
Amazon Prime

Before you start asking 
yourself, “Why am I 
reading about this film?  
I don’t know anyone 
who has seen it.  It’s only 
grossed $3.4 million and played a miserly 334 theaters, and if I 
want to watch it, I have to find it on Amazon Prime.  On my TV!!”

Okay.  You make good points and I feel your pain but, 
please read on. 

Paul Schrader, both writer and director of First Reformed, is 
known as one of the most innovative writers of movies (Taxi 
Driver, Raging Bull, American Gigolo and lots of others) and 
a pretty good director.  The newest, First Reformed, is being 
hailed by critics as one of his best ever and lauded as one of 
the best movies of 2018.

The movie had its premiere in Europe at the Venice 
International Film Festival 2017 but wasn’t released in the 
U.S. until May 2018 and then only in selected theaters.  It’s 
considered a “small” movie having a budget of only $3.4 
million, close to the total gross before moving to the small 
screen.  Nevertheless, it carries heft with a complex story 
and major stars as Ethan Hawke and Cedric the Entertainer.

Hawke, never one to turn down a difficult script and who is 
becoming a screen idol, delivers a powerful performance as 
the Pastor Reverend Ernst Toller. He plays a man who carries 
the grief of a lost son and a broken marriage, drowning in 
addiction and mired in a losing battle of self-doubt.  His 
Schrader-provided dialogue and controlled acting, coupled 
with the small camera movements, create a hypnotizing 
reality of Toller’s descent into the devouring darkness.

Give it a try. And although the Oscars snubbed it, you 
can tell your friends why you think it was deserving of a 
nomination.  
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Big Screen Movie Reviews By John Pinti, Hamptons

THE FAVOURITE
Director:  Yorgos 
Lanthimos
Writers:  Deborah 
Davis, Tony 
McNamara
Stars:  Olivia 
Colman, Emma 
Stone, Rachel 
Weisz, Nicholas 
Hoult, Emma 
Delves
Runtime:  119 
minutes

The Favourite is billed 
as a comedy/drama/
biography but I didn’t 
find much humor, emotion or historical accuracy in this one.  
What it does have is three female stars, a mob of royal males 
(in serious need of haircuts) doing a lot of partying, playing 
childish games and something about continuing a war with 
France.  And, yes, there’s friction between the incumbent 
Keeper of the Privy Purse, Lady Sarah Marlborough (Rachel 
Weisz) and her cousin (and the Queen’s maid), conniving 
Abigail (Emma Stone).  They do battle for the sickly Queen 
Anne’s (Olivia Colman) patronage and attention.  (Colman 
recently won the Golden Globe for best actress in a comedy 
and is in the running for an Academy Award. Overall the 
movie received 10 nominations.) In fact, that seems to be the 
entire point of the story (drama part).  Who’s in?  Who’s out?

The otherwise weak story is surrounded by the pomp and 
circumstance of British period pieces.  Greek Yorgos Lanthimos 
is an auteur with near complete control of his films (The Killing 
of the Sacred Deer, The Lobster). Although he doesn’t get script 
credit, he apparently added the fictitious pet rabbits to the 
Queen’s bedroom along with a bit of lesbianism between her 
and the cousins, bringing the script a little more current.

Lanthimos filmed most of the movie at England’s Blenheim 
Palace, which the real Queen Anne gifted to the real 
Sarah Marlborough back in the early 1770s.  The movie is 
beautifully photographed and the use of very wide-angle 
lenses captures the immensity of the palace’s rooms.  Since 
I wasn’t laughing much or sitting on the edge of my seat, I 
kept thinking of the huge monthly air conditioning bill for 
that place.      

VICE
Director:  Adam 
McKay
Writer:  Adam 
McKay
Stars:  Christian 
Bale, Amy Adams, 
Steve Carell, Sam 
Rockwell
Runtime:  132 
minutes

Adam McKay, the 
writer and director 
of Vice, was an early 
improv performer 
and writer for the TV 
show Saturday Night 
Live and a prolific screen writer. He partnered with Will Ferrell 
on five very successful movies and co-wrote and directed 
Ferrell in his Broadway show, You’re Welcome America.  He 
switched from comedy to drama in co-writing and directing 
the movie The Big Short in 2015, an adaption of the best-selling 
account of the collapse of the mortgage market.

Vice is a story about the background and political career of Vice 
President Dick Cheney.  At least, that’s what it’s purported to 
be.  My takeaway from the movie is that it’s a $60 million pure 
hit piece that collided directly with my takeaway from a small 
group meeting with Dick Cheney in the 1980s when he was 
a Congressman and seemed to be a well informed, intelligent, 
serious civil servant.  Also, I don’t remember him as a ready-to-
burst tubby who spoke with his mouth closed, looking sideways.

In Vice, McKay uses a quasi-documentary style he perfected 
in The Big Short using a narrator who pops up here and there, 
looks straight at you and fills you in on the nefarious motives 
of the protagonist, evil Cheney.  You are well into the movie 
before you are let in on the absurd “joke” that the narrator 
is actually Cheney’s heart donor.  

The theater was about 60% full of primarily gray-hairs.  
When the movie was over, we all politely rose and slowly 
left.  McKay spent most of his career in improv comedy and 
walked the line with satire that could be called funny.  In 
Vice, he switches to hate and cruelty, which isn’t funny. 

Christian Bale won a Golden Globe for best actor and is up 
for an Academy Award. The academy awarded Vice a total 
of 8 nominations.”.
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Did You Know?
Hotwire Communications offers customized technology solutions for small, medium, and 

enterprise-size businesses, hotels, senior living facilities, and government entities. 

 

To learn more, visit us at www.hotwirecommunications.com

• Check out our product and services with a live demonstration
• Schedule an installation or service appointment
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• Learn more about basic troubleshooting tips
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The resident entrance to our customer service center is located to 
the right of the main Lifestyle Center entrance on the first floor, 
next to FineMark Bank.

Welcome Bonita Bay Residents!
We invite you to visit our NEW Customer Service Center, conveniently 
located at the Bonita Bay Lifestyle Center in suite 120.
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Captain Steve Nagy’s Tips for Targeting Sheepshead

WINTERTIME FISHING IS HERE and that means 
Sheepshead time.  Good Sheepshead spots consist of many 
elements: moving water (tidal flow) and structure (docks, 
oysters and submerged structures).  These elements are key 
to a consistent Sheepshead bite.  Sheepshead are one of the 
trickiest fish out there.  They are also known as the striped 
bandit because they have a knack for stealing bait.
When you find your favorite Sheepshead spot, you will need 
the right rigging.  My favorite two are the knocker rig and a 
small jig head 1/16-1/4 ounce depending on the current.  My 
rule of thumb is to use the least amount of lead possible to hold 
to the bottom.  I go small on hooks, #1 or #2 size (Mustad 
#9174-BR).  A quality fluorocarbon leader is key;  I use 15 to 
30-pound leaders depending on how crusty and how much 
structure I’m fishing.  This is going to sound backwards but 
bear with me as I explain how I figure out what size leader I 
choose.  When there is a lot of structure, things get snagged on 
the bottom.   I use a light piece of leader because you are going 
to get snagged or hung up on all that structure.  I would rather 
just break off at the hook than at the main line.  It’s quicker to 
just tie on a new hook.  

My gear is an Okuma Azores 40 Reel on Okuma Shadow 
Stalker MH Rod spooled up with 15 pounds of Sufix 832 line.  
I use a line-to-line knot to a piece of three-foot fluorocarbon 
leader to a knocker rig or jig head.  

When deciding what bait to use, it is hard to beat shrimp.  Use 
a medium-size shrimp hooked under the head with hook point 
coming out the top of the shrimp’s head.  I also cut up small 
pieces of shrimp and use the pieces by hooking them through 
both sides of the shell.  Drop your bait to the bottom and leave 
it there until you see your line moving --  then set the hook!

Capt. Steve Nagy
www.bonitaspringsfishing.com
239-398-1528

Hooks & Jig Heads

Knocker Rig on Rod

Sheepshead Catch
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 Plan to attend our Tauck 
Tour and Bridges event on

Feb. 26 at 6:00 pm 
at Total Wine in Estero.

RSVP is required for limited space.  
Do not call Total Wine, please 

call our office to attend.   
Special incentives will be 

distributed!

Tauck Bridges 
Sparkle 

Generations
 

Take your family on a Tauck 
discovery vacation and bridge the 

generation gap while you spark 
your children’s and grand children’s 

spirit of adventure.  They will 
develop a curiosity for discovering 
exciting new experiences and love 
the time spent with you.  Let Tauck 

take care of all the details, as you 
know Tauck does so well.

Pat Hazen, CTC
Pelican Landing Travel 24830 S. Tamiami Trail #1800,  Bonita Springs, FL  34134

239-948-1000 or 888-553-8687

http://www.bonitaspringsfishing.com
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TECHNOLOGY THAT ONCE SEEMED beyond the 
realm of possibility and available only in sci-fi movies, 
reserved for the likes of James Bond’s Q or Captain Kirk, has 
now become reality and revolutionized the way we control 
our homes.  Everything from music to temperature control, 
security, home lighting, smart TV programming and so 
much more can now be controlled by our own mortal voices 
through easy-to-use home automation innovations.    I can 
confidently describe myself as technically challenged, so the 
fact that I have been able to use Amazon Alexa compatible 
devices with great success speaks volumes.   I suppose I need 
to mention I have a technologically capable husband, who 
happens to be very good with setting up home automation 
devices.  All of the devices mentioned in this piece are easy 
to set up. 

We use Amazon Alexa, which is a virtual assistant originally 
introduced through the Amazon Echo smart speaker.  The 
terminology can seem a bit confusing, but simply put, Echo 
is the speaker and Alexa is the assistant “in” the speaker.  
People sometimes interchange these two terms.  Echo was 
initially released in November 2014.  In four short years 
the Echo spawned a tremendous boom in the smart home 
market.  Alexa is capable of voice interaction, music 
playback, making to-do lists, setting alarms, streaming 
podcasts, playing audiobooks and providing weather, traffic, 
sports and other real-time information, such as news.  Alexa 
can also control several smart devices using itself as a home 
automation system.   When a home is automated, many 
routine daily activities can be performed remotely.  Lights 
can be turned on and off, security cameras can be viewed 
from within and outside of the home, thermostats can be 
adjusted; all of these are conveniences that are now available 
to everyone.  

I start my day by saying “Good morning, Alexa”.  This 
command initiates a custom routine that we have set.  I am 
greeted with a personal hello as well as the weather forecast, 
news headlines (customized from the source I choose), the 
temperature on the downstairs floor is set to 70, upstairs 
to 75 and my calendar for the day is announced to me.  If 
my husband is away, he will set Alexa to greet me with: 
“Good morning, Marie.  Chris misses you very much and 
he will be home soon.”  It is possible to set any number of 
personalized tasks, such as our reminder to our son to take 
out the garbage. “Time to take out the trash” is announced 
once a week around 7 am. Then the song “Yakety Yak” by 
the Coasters plays as a push to get up off the couch and get 
the bin to the street corner.  

Another great feature is the Drop-In function.  If you have 
Echo speakers set up around your house, you can use the 
Drop-In feature to speak with someone in another room.  
It is similar to having an interactive intercom system 
throughout your home.   This capability works not only 
within the house but remotely through the mobile app as 
well.   While my husband was abroad in Europe, I gently 
awoke to the sound of his voice telling me it was time to 
get up.   We were able to speak directly through the Echo 
speaker and his phone.   It was crystal clear and felt like 
he was in the next room and not on the other side of the 
Atlantic.  Ain’t technology something? 

Last year for my grandmother’s 99th birthday, I set up an 
Echo speaker in her bedroom.   As she still lives alone, 
Alexa provides interaction, albeit artificial, throughout the 
day.   To watch the surprise and disbelief turn to amazement 
and wonder across my grandmother’s face was delightful.   
Can you imagine that in 1918, when my grandmother was 
born, the Ford Model T had only been in existence for 
ten years and the early telephones were just beginning to 
become a feature in American homes?  Now, 100 years 
later, she just speaks her request aloud and Alexa does her 
bidding.   Thermostats in other rooms can now be adjusted 
without having to leave the comfort of her bed. Alexa reads 
a novel aloud from the Amazon Audibles Book Collections, 
tells her jokes or riles her up into a frenzy with the latest 
political malarkey.   She can ask Alexa to turn on a kitchen 
light to brighten her path as she gets up for a night cap 

Beam Me Up Alexa

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alarm_clock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News
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Beam Me Up Alexa
which, as you can imagine, is invaluable.

Throughout the day, Alexa reminds us of tasks we need 
to accomplish, answers our questions, sets timers while we 
cook and is an ever-helpful assistant.  Only occasionally 
does she get a little fresh and talk back.   If you are standing 
in a location within a few different devices, once in a while 
they will fight for attention and control of what you are 
asking.   It’s almost like having multiple spouses in the 
house!    The other day, while peacefully enjoying a family 
dinner, one of us asked a question, and much to our surprise, 
our thermostat answered the question!  Who knew that was 
possible?  I have to admit it actually scared me a bit.  While 
the futuristic capabilities are mind boggling, it begs a big 
question that must be asked … who exactly is listening to 
our conversations?  

In fact, as convenient as Alexa is, there has been concern 
about the safety of being a fully “connected” home.  Not long 
ago, Echo users were startled when Alexa began randomly 
laughing. It was disconcerting, and Amazon blamed it on an 
error in processing. There have also been instances of orders 
being placed inadvertently, and other “false positives” 

triggered by conversations which either weren’t aimed at the 
device, or were misheard. And although Amazon insists it is 
very difficult to hack into their devices, it is still a possibility 
that shouldn’t be ignored. 

To safeguard yourself, there are some steps you can take to 
limit the risks when using such devices:

1. The Echo can be muted with the simple push of a button. 
It will only resume “listening” when you unmute it.

2. Erase past recordings. You can log on to your Amazon 
account and under “Manage my device,” there is an 
option to delete your interactions.

Not so long ago we had to shuffle through albums or CDs 
to listen to a song we had stuck in our heads, but now we 
need only ask and Alexa will play not only that song but 
can play similar songs in the same genre.   Despite the 
potential drawbacks, having an automated home has many 
wonderful benefits and conveniences for seniors, people 
living alone and anyone who lives in a home.  No longer 
does this capability belong exclusively to Captain Kirk. 

By Marie Johnson, BWN Staff Writer

OVER 150  
BONITA BAY  

FAMILIES 
RELY ON  

DAVID P. 
BROWNE 

P.A.
Building trusting 

relationships for more 
than 25 years.

DAVID P. BROWNE
Florida Board Certified Wills, Trusts & Estates Lawyer since 1994

Martindale-Hubbell AV Preeminent Rating  |  Masters of Law in Taxation

JAMES J. JOHNSTONE, J.D., M.B.A. 

3461 Bonita Bay Blvd., Suite 107
Bonita Springs

(239) 498-1191
David@dpbrowne.com 
James@dpbrowne.com
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IT HAS RECENTLY COME 
to our attention that Bonita Bay 
golfers could have an app for golf 
course conditions. Just get up in 
the morning, hit your app and you 
find out what the weather and golf 
course conditions are -- quick and 
easy. Some old-fashioned people 
insist on looking out the window 
instead, but that might be because 
they don’t even know what an 
app is. For others, an even-more-
reliable source is their spouse, with 
comments like “You’re going out in this?”

But time and tech march on, and soon we’ll all be checking 
our phones for everything. Or, maybe one of those smart-
aleck devices that talks back to you. Nothing will be 
considered true or real unless it’s electronically originated 
or confirmed.

Now the latest step: an app that connects your mobile phone 
with devices implanted in your golf clubs. Knows where you 
are. Which course. Which hole. Where on that hole. AND 
WHAT CLUB TO HIT. That’s right - knows who you are 
and how far you hit each club in the bag and which one to 
hit in current conditions. Like having an electronic caddy. 
Or your mother.  Not mentioned in the instructions is what 
happens if you ignore the advice and hit a different club. 
(This might happen elsewhere but BB golfers ALWAYS 
listen to good advice.)

Next iteration of this device is obvious. It will allow one to 
sit in the bar, place the phone and clubs on a cart and send it 
out for a round. When it comes back it will enter your score 
(electronically of course), tell a few lies about how far you 
hit a drive or sank a putt and call your spouse announcing 
you’ll be home late. Advanced versions will have a different 
excuse each time.

And golfers won’t be the only beneficiaries of these new 
apps. Nature walkers can get in on the act too. There’s an 
app to identify plants and flowers just by pointing the phone 
at them. And one to identify bird calls. One can impress 
fellow walkers by saying “Wasn’t that just a Baltimore 
Oriole calling to its mate?”  But one word of caution: the 
encyclopedic libraries of these apps are somewhat limited 
and could embarrass the user. Just when one is ready to show 
off, the app says something like “looks like a red flower but 
can’t tell for sure.”

Even the Blue Zone might be invaded. A person (unidentified 

for obvious reasons) waits for his 
spouse to leave the house, then 
changes into work- out clothes. When 
his wife returns, she notes his attire 
with approval and compliments 
him for exercising, when he actually 
hasn’t left the couch. To complete 
the ruse, he wants an app that hacks 
into the Lifestyle Center sign-in 
book and electronically records 
appropriate in-out times. Advanced 
versions will log in treadmill miles 
as well.

Who knows where the app trend will go? It seems there’s no 
end in sight. Maybe someday there’ll even be a “marriage 
app.” Think of all that would have to do. Mr. and Mrs. Al 
Go Rithm.

Is There an App for Everything?
VIEW FROM A DIFFERENT ANGLE

By Charlie Vogt, Montara

At HomeTeam Pest Defense, we leverage our unique understanding 
of local pest control needs - all the little things that bug you - to 
deliver the kind of highly professional and personalized service 

you expect from a nationwide leader. 

3465 Bonita Beach Rd. 
SW STE 8-11 

Bonita Springs, FL 34134
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www.PestDefense.com 
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©2018 HomeTeam Pest Defense   
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The following speech was delivered last spring by Norrie Oelkers, 
of Mira Lago and Morristown, NJ, at the Delbarton School in 
Morristown. It tells the tale of how she and her husband survived 
a devastating trauma and how they came out on the other side. The 
remaining part of her speech will follow in the March issue of Bay 
Watch News.

I AM HONORED to be here today and I feel so at home 
with the members of the Delbarton Mothers Guild. My 
son Ryan is a graduate, Class of ’96, and I have many fond 
memories of serving on the Executive Board, co-chairing a 
fashion show and helping with the blood drives. 
Because of my son’s involvement, I joined Operation Smile 
as a volunteer nurse and clinical coordinator; and over the 
past 20 years, I have gone on 43 missions throughout the 
world, bringing many Delbarton boys with us on our teams. 
These boys have been exemplary in their roles as student 
volunteers.
When I was first asked to speak to the Moms of the DMG, I 
naturally expected that I would be speaking about Operation 
Smile and the impact a mission has on students who volunteer.  
But to my surprise, I was asked to talk about the importance 
of marriage vows after a couple suffers a catastrophic illness 
or accident. 
My husband Rich had a cataclysmic accident in May 2016.  
This is not an easy subject for me, but perhaps my thoughts 
may help others who are going through their own difficult 
experiences. 

For Better or for Worse
When Rich and I married 50 years ago, we vowed to love 
one another “for better or for worse.” No one told us what 
that meant. You might think that our last two years have been 
“the worse,” but such thoughts may not reflect what I have 
experienced. 
Don’t get me wrong, the two years since Rich’s accident have 
been traumatic to say the least. Our lives have been turned 
upside down. 
The prior years certainly qualified as “better.” We were 
blessed with wonderful children and beautiful grandchildren 
and we enjoyed a very happy and fulfilled life. But hard as it 
is for you to believe it, the last two years have demonstrated 
how Rich and I have become so much closer as a married 
couple. Maybe not as “better” as the earlier years but perhaps 
not as “worse” as they could have been.  
Our story began Memorial Day Weekend 2016 at our summer 
home in Beach Haven, NJ.  Rich and I had just returned 
from an Operation Smile mission to Lima, Peru, where we 
performed surgery on 186 children. We then traveled to 

Cusco and Machu Pichu where we climbed every day. Rich 
had joined me on several missions and we loved traveling 
after the missions and meeting the local people. Peru was just 
another fabulous destination on our long bucket list. 
Rich and I met in Beach Haven 50 years ago; following 
graduation, we married and moved the day after our wedding 
to California. I had never been on a plane and was thrilled 
to start a new life in a new state with my husband and best 
friend. 
I knew no one but a few coworkers in Rich’s office in LA. But 
I quickly got a job at a local hospital, met wonderful friends 
and settled into a cute house in Manhattan Beach. We had no 
family in California so we depended on each other and grew 
a bond that is still with us today. We were very adventurous 
and spent weekends exploring new destinations. 
Two years later Rich was transferred to New York and we 
were able to move closer to family and friends and the Jersey 
Shore. I worked in the OR at Morristown Memorial Hospital, 
and Rich worked on Wall Street. 
Again new fun adventures, new sports such as tennis, skiing, 
scuba diving and sailing filled our off-work hours. Rich had a 
zest for life and I met my match with him. 

Rich and Norrie Oelkers, A  Love Story Part 1

A picture of Rich and Norrie Oelker’s taken on their wedding day
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Rich and Norrie Oelkers, A  Love Story Part 1
Seven years later we were blessed with our first daughter 
Lauren. She was soon followed by our son Ryan and our 
daughter Kerry. Our lives were busy and we loved doing 
sports with our children. Rich was the fun glue that held our 
family together. 
Soon he started to coach all three of them in soccer. He missed 
playing paddle and golf with his friends but he always said he 
would have time for that after the children were grown.  
Rich loved to cook and even made his own cookbook -- 
thank goodness, since I did not inherit the cooking gene 
-- and we loved our nightly dinners and especially Sunday 
family meals. 
He excelled at every sport he tried — half marathons, biking, 
sailboat racing, skiing and golf all over the world. In fact, 
one month before his accident, he won our club’s Men’s 
Doubles Tennis Championship! His next goal was to teach 
his grandchildren how to do all of these sports we loved.      

The Accident
On May 30,, 2016 at 2:30 am, Rich was awakened by a rain 
storm at the shore and proceeded down the stairs in the dark 
to close the windows. I suddenly heard a noise and went out 
to the hallway where I saw Rich lying at the bottom of five 
stairs. He said he had tripped and asked me to help him turn 
over since he was unable to move his legs. These were the 
most frightening words I ever heard; I knew immediately 
from all of my years as a surgical and trauma nurse that he 
had injured his spinal cord. 
We were fortunate that all three of our children and their 
families were with us for the weekend and I immediately 
went into power mode of giving instructions for someone to 
call 911, another to stabilize Rich and not allow him to move. 
An ambulance took us to a Trauma Center in Atlantic City. 
The next few hours were terrifying to say the least as we 
waited for the Triage team to take CT Scans and make a firm 
diagnosis. For the first time in my life, I was powerless to help 
my family in a medical crisis. The children and I gathered 
together and prayed that Rich would survive his injuries and 
also the impending surgery that was necessary to fuse his 
spinal cord. 
The chilling words of the ER doctor were difficult to hear 
-- he was sorry to tell us but Rich suffered severe damage to 
his cervical 3 vertebrae and he was paralyzed from his neck 
to his toes. He added that he did not give much hope for his 
recovery. 
My ears were ringing. I kept thinking of Rich and felt so sad 
for him and how difficult it would be for him to comprehend 
this diagnosis. I thought how quickly our world changed 
from a carefree life of retirement – winters in Florida and 

summers with our children and grandchildren at the shore. 
But somehow I just knew that the love and closeness that our 
family had together would carry us through this difficult time. 
A neurosurgeon from Philadelphia arrived a few hours later 
who performed the surgery. He emphasized that the first two 
years were the most important after surgery and the patient 
needed to receive extensive rehabilitation. He did not have 
to say another word -- our entire family committed that day 
to getting their dad the best therapy possible. 
The first week in ICU was intense and we never left Rich’s 
side. With his damage high in the cervical spine, he was 
unable to swallow and needed to be suctioned every 15 
minutes. Lauren, a nurse practitioner, and I taught Ryan 
and Kerry how to suction their dad and be aware of his 
cardiac status. 

The New World Order
As the days went by, everything was a blur but we still 
needed to be focused and think about our next steps in 
Rich’s recovery. Rich was accepted at Kessler Institute of 
Rehabilitation in West Orange, one of only eight model 
rehabs in the US; we were fortunate to have one so close 
to home. Rich was admitted as an acute care patient and 
needed constant surveillance. He began intense physical and 
occupational therapy five days a week. 
In the early days, we never left Rich without one of our family 
members being with him. He had a feeding tube and was 
unable to ring a bell for a nurse so we were his watchdogs. For 
90 days, I slept in the chair next to his bed. He needed to be 
turned every two hours; and his nursing team allowed me to 
play an active role in his care. 
We realized how fortunate we were with family and friends 
visiting every day. My dearest girlfriends would bring lunch; 
Rich’s golf buddies would keep him laughing with their golf 
stories, and friends from the beach would set up a dinner in 
the lounge, giving us much needed diversity to hospital life 
and food!      
Of course our children were our rock and they gave both of 
us the strength we needed. Our happiest times were when the 
five grandchildren came to visit. We and all of the patients on 
our floor loved the joy they brought into our lives. 
Shortly after Rich’s arrival at Kessler, his therapists called 
me into the gym and they asked Rich to show me something 
special. With a grimace and a grin, he moved his toes and 
his feet for the first time!! I think I screamed and then I 
cried as I took a video to show our children! It was nothing 
short of miraculous that Rich was regaining his feeling in his 
spinal cord.
Part 2 of this series will appear in the March issue of BWN.  

By Norrie Oelkers, Mira Lago
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4751 Bonita Bay Blvd 1103 ~ $945,000
Vistas ~ Bonita Bay

Carol Wood
239-822-3709 
CWood@JohnRWood.com 
www.HomesSWFL.com

Billie J. Jans
239-980-0522 
BJans@JohnRWood.com 
www.BilleJans.com

Claire McMahon
239-405-2794 
CMcMahon@JohnRWood.com 
www.HomesSWFL.com

Bring Your Highest Expectations™

CAROL WOOD AND CLAIRE MCMAHON TEAM
Your Trusted Name In Real Estate

Carol Wood and Claire McMahon Team
Bonita Bay Residents and Club Members

Carol Wood and Claire McMahon Team
Selections from our Portfolio

26280 Mira Way ~ $1,125,000
Mira Lago ~ Bonita Bay

4751 Bonita Bay Blvd 1903 ~ $925,000 
Vistas ~ Bonita Bay

27820 Riverwalk Way ~ $2,200,000
Riverwalk ~ Bonita Bay

26340 Woodlyn Drive ~ $2,050,000
Bay Woods ~ Bonita Bay

4410 Green Heron ~ $2,250,000
Ibis Cove ~ Bonita Bay

4751 Bonita Bay Blvd 1902 ~ $959,000
Vistas ~ Bonita Bay

4140 Bayhead Drive 105 ~ $320,000
Greenbriar ~ Bonita Bay

27090 Enclave Drive ~ $574,500
Enclave ~ Bonita Bay

4573 Shell Ridge Ct. ~ $660,000
Bay Harbor ~ Bonita Bay

4130 Bayhead Drive 102 ~ $279,000 
Greenbriar ~ Bonita Bay

3641 Wild Pines Drive C307 ~ $289,000
Wild Pines ~ Bonita Bay

26910 Wedgewood Dr 203 ~ $370,000
Wedgewood ~ Bonita Bay

4801 Island Pond Ct 602 ~ $769,000
Bayview ~ Bonita Bay

3240 Montara Drive ~ $675,000
Montara ~ Bonita Bay

3440 Thornbury Lane ~ $725,000                       
Cranbrook ~ Bonita Bay
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Microgreens and Hydroponic Veggies – 
Wow, Are They Good!

SEVERAL WEEKS AGO, My wife Kathie and I had a small 
dinner party for two University of Central Florida tennis 
players and their coach, who were our guests as they played 
in the FGCU college tournament at Bonita Bay Club.  We 
also invited our neighbors, Tom and Beth Lachner, to join us 
and bring their guests, University of Louisville players and the 
Louisville coach.  Beth brought a salad and, at first bite, one of 
our guests exclaimed over the flavor of the lettuce.  

“It’s hydroponic lettuce, state-of-the-art grown in my grow 
room right here in Bonita Springs,” Tom offered.  We all 
thought the greens were especially flavorful, so because I’m 
curious in every way, I made a visit to the offices/grow room 
of New Age Harvest LLC (NAH).  The offices are located in 
Bernwood Industrial Park north of Bonita Bay, and I was really 
surprised by the many produce options that can be supplied by 
this growing local company. 

NAH is operated by retired Army veteran Chris Zimmer, 
married to Tom and Beth’s daughter, Lauren, who is also a 
retired Army veteran.  They live in North Naples with their two 
elementary-aged children and have settled in for the long haul 
here in south Florida.  In addition to the indoor hydroponic 
growing operation, the company is still exploring various 
market opportunities and is developing a two-acre outdoor 
farm and greenhouse on Shangri La Road near the new high 
school to expand and diversify its product offerings.

While the lettuce project could easily supply hundreds 
of pounds of lettuce each week, enough to feed an army, 
the company is still developing product ideas and Chris is 
currently focused on microgreens – vegetables harvested in 
an early stage of growth to provide an especially succulent 
flavor experience.  Instead of soil, the plants are grown on 
hemp mats. The seeded mats are placed under grow lights in 
a controlled environment with an enriched C02 atmosphere. 

Dave Shellenbarger, Estancia

The plants reach optimal size in about 23 days.  

The tender plants can be cut like grocery store greens or sold 
while still growing in the original hemp mat, an interesting 
option for gourmets who cook at home.  If watered and kept in 
reasonable growing conditions, the plants can live and provide 
fresh greens and continue growing, or they can be refrigerated 
with a shelf life like other greens.

The real surprise for me was the intense fresh flavor of the 
microgreens. From anise to wasabi arugula to basil to carrot, 
the microgreens offered an explosive fresh flavor that could 
compliment and add flavor to regular meals and salads.  An 
entire salad of hydroponic lettuce and microgreens would be 
something special!  And while not legally defined as organic 
(the FDA has their own ideas about that), these greens are 

totally insecticide, herbicide and soil free.

To sample microgreens for yourself, you 
can meet Chris and Lauren at the farmer’s 
market in Estero Park here in Bonita Bay 
every Wednesday until May, where you can 
try some samples and see for yourself how 
this emerging Bonita Springs business is 
offering some interesting new choices.  

The future offers several options for NAH, 
including direct retail sales with available 
online ordering, commercial market 
development through specialty food and 
gourmet grocery stores and direct sales 
to upscale restaurants and caterers.  Visit 
the market – you can taste the difference 
yourself!

Microgreens still connected to their 
hemp mat A variety of microgreens

Chris and Lauren Zimmer with their microgreen display
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of the Game
Celebrating 32 years in SW Florida

Craftsmen

BECOME A VOLUNTEER TODAY
Register online at ChubbClassic.com/Volunteers
Contact Aron Klug at 239.300.2233 with any questions.

Volunteer program sponsored by

February 11-17, 2019
Join us at our new home at
The Classics Country Club at Lely Resort

On the Bookshelf   continued from page 9

The American Heiress by Daisy Goodwin
Shirley Gorman, Oakwood

If you enjoy “Victoria” on Masterpiece Theater, you will enjoy The American Heiress. Daisy 
Goodwin is the author of both the show and the book, her debut novel.

Most rich American women in the Gilded Age had everything anyone could want or desire, except 
a title. Cora Cash was one of these young women.

Cora’s life is based on Consuelo Vanderbilt’s life. Consuelo’s mother, like Cora’s mother, arranged 
a marriage for her daughter to a titled Englishman. Consuelo married the Duke of Marlborough 
and Cora married the Duke of Wareham. Many things in Cora’s courtship and marriage parallel 
Consuelo’s life. Among the similarities are the gold on Cora’s corset, worn on her marriage day, and 
the flowers she carried.

But The American Heiress is more than a story about a young, very wealthy girl marrying a 
young but poor titled Englishman. It is also the story of how a young girl matures into a capable 
young woman.

Cora must learn the sophisticated ways of English society and her role in that society. She must learn 
whom to trust and not to trust. Her only trusted friend is Bertha, her personal maid. Bertha, like her 
mistress, has problems involving the young man in her life as Cora has problems with the Duke.

What does Cora know about her husband’s past? Will a son named after the Duke’s dead brother 
help them to find a happy union? Will the American princess become truly an English duchess?
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A VALENTINE’S DAY MENU
RECIPES (All recipes serve two people)

Seared U10 Diver Scallops
6  U10 diver scallops 
 (10 scallops per pound -- dry pack, not frozen) 
1 pint  strawberries 
3 kiwi berries
1 Tbsp.  cilantro (chopped)
¼ cup champagne vinegar 
2 tsp. agave nectar 
2 cups polenta corn meal (finer grind)
1½ cups chicken broth
chimichurri (see recipe below)

NOTE:  When preparing this dish, make the Polenta rounds ahead, but 
do not prepare the tapenade until shortly before serving, as acid from the 
vinegar will break down the fruits.

For Polenta:  
Bring chicken broth to a boil, reduce heat to a simmer and whisk 
in polenta until smooth.  Add 3 tbsp Chimichurri to the mixture 
and pour onto cookie sheet (at least 1/2” deep). Refrigerate 
until firm.  Use a biscuit cutter to cut small circles the size of 
the scallops and reserve. In a well-seasoned cast iron skillet over 
medium high heat, add a few tablespoons of oil and crisp up the 
polenta discs.  Place discs on serving plate.  

For Tapenade:
Finely dice strawberry & kiwi fruits.  Whisk the vinegar and 
agave together with the cilantro and fold in the kiwi and 
strawberry mixture. Refrigerate until ready to use. 

For Scallops:
In iron skillet, sear the scallops for 2-3 minutes per side, or until 
golden.  Place scallops on top of polenta discs and top with 1/2 
teaspoon of the kiwi-strawberry mixture. 

Chimichurri recipe: 
¼ cup coarsely chopped parsley
3 tablespoons red wine vinegar
4 large garlic cloves, minced (2 -1/2 tablespoons) 
2 tablespoons oregano leaves
2 tsp.  crushed red pepper
Kosher salt and freshly ground pepper
½ cup extra virgin olive oil
Literally throw everything in a blender and pulse until smooth.  

Crab & Avocado Salad
6 oz jumbo lump back fin blue crab 
6 oz diced ripe avocado
2 whole belgium endive 
3 oz apple-fennel pollen vinaigrette (see recipe below) 

Place crab & avocado in a mixing bowl, add vinaigrette and 
toss until fully coated.  Reserve in refrigerator (vinaigrette will 
prevent avocado from browning). 
Spilt endive in half and lightly brush with olive oil.  Season with 

The following menu is for lovers who want 
to prepare and share a wonderful meal together.

First Course
Seared Diver U10 Sea Scallops

With Strawberry-Kiwi Tapenade
Serve with a French Muscadet

Second Course
Crab & Avocado Salad

With Grilled Endive and Apple-Fennel Pollen Vinaigrette
Serve with a German Riesling Kabinett

Third Course
Beef Tenderloin Chateaubriand

In Enoke Mushroom/Port Wine/Veal Reduction
Loaded Potato Duchess & Glazed Baby Carrots

Serve with aged California Cabernet or Red Bordeaux

Fourth Course
Assorted Chocolate Truffles

Serve with Brut Champagne
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From Executive Chef and General Manager Cory Bass from Backwater Jacks Restaurant

salt, pepper and a touch of cane sugar (or sugar in the raw).  Either 
sear in a very hot pan over high heat or on hot outdoor grill until 
caramelized.  Arrange the two halves of endive on serving plate 
end-to-end.  Spoon the avocado-crab mixture over the center of 
the two endives so the tips are showing, but the bases are covered. 
Use a grilled or seared lime for a garnish, if desired, to add color.  

Apple-Fennel Vinaigrette recipe: 
1 cup apple cider vinegar 
½ tsp fennel pollen 
½ cup honey 
½ cup karo corn syrup 
1½ cup olive oil blend 
1  tsp fresh  chopped  oregano 
salt & pepper to taste 

Put apple vinegar in 2-quart bowl.  Add honey and Karo Corn Syrup 
using immersion blender on highest setting (or put all ingredients 
in a food processor or blender) and blend while drizzling in oil.  
Add salt, pepper and oregano, and pulse a few times to mix.

Roasted Beef Tenderloin Chateaubriand
With Potato Duchess and Glazed Baby Carrots

12 oz barrel cut tenderloin 
¼ lb unsalted butter 
5 whole Yukon potatoes
2 egg yolks 
½ cup Parmesan cheese
2 Tbsp sour cream 
¼ cup chopped chives
¼ cup shredded cheese (your choice) 
¼ lb. bacon (cooked crisp and chopped) 
12 ea  small carrots 
¼ lb  stick sweet cream butter 
¼ cup brown sugar   
1 pint enoki mushroom
1 bottle port wine  
3 cups beef stock (do not use demi-glace) 

Potato Duchess: 
Cut potatoes into even slices (1 to 2”) Put potato pieces into cold salted 
and cook until fork tender, then strain.  Put potato into stand mixer, 
add chive, bacon, cheeses, sour cream and egg yolk and whip until 
smooth.  Line a cookie sheet with parchment paper.  Using a Piping 
bag with a star tip, pipe spirals about 4” high and 3” wide.  Keep about 
2” apart on the sheet. Heat oven to 350 and then pre-cook spirals 
for 15-20 minutes or until golden brown.  Set aside (see below).

Baby Carrots: 
Bring salted water to a boil and blanch carrots (mostly tender, 
but not falling apart), then shock carrots in ice water to stop the 
cooking process.   After carrots cool, split them in half.   In a sauté 
pan, add 1/8 lb.  of butter (half of a stick) and brown sugar and 
salt and pepper to taste. When well mixed, toss carrots in this 
mixture, then you can spoon onto the same cookie sheet with the 
potatoes (be careful not to get too much butter liquid on the sheet 
that could leak onto potatoes).  Reserve for later (see below).

Sauce: 
In a medium sauce pot, add bottle of Port over medium-high 
heat and reduce until a third of original volume.  Add beef stock 
(canned or in cartons at supermarket) and reduce to a third of 
original volume, then add enoki mushrooms (available in most 
supermarkets).  Make a cornstarch slurry (cornstarch and cold 
water mixed thoroughly) and stir a small amount at a time into 
reduction.  Wait 3 to 4 minutes for starch to start thickening.  Stir in 
more cornstarch slurry if you want a thicker sauce. 

Tenderloin: 
Preheat oven to 375.  Smear barrel cut tenderloin with butter and 
place in roasting pan.  Season liberally with kosher salt and coarse 
ground pepper, fresh chopped rosemary and minced garlic.  Roast 
for about 15 minutes or until internal temperature is 125 degrees for 
rare (20 minutes for medium rare).  With five minutes remaining 
in cooking time for the tenderloin, place the cookie sheet of potato 
and carrots in the oven above the tenderloin to re-heat for serving.  
When meat is done, let rest for at least 5 minutes before cutting.  
Slice in half and use one half for each plate.  Arrange carrots 
artfully beside the Potato Duchess swirls.  Finish by topping meat 
with enoki mushroom sauce.  Garnish plates as desired.

Dessert
After dinner, relax and serve an assortment of Norman Love 
chocolate truffles (the best and local!) with an ice-cold Brut 
Champagne – a great flavor combination that will add a luscious 
conclusion to your romantic dinner.
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Meet the view from the top.

A space so expansive, it required a view that exceeds the 

extraordinary. Meet Omega. A premier luxury residence 

representing a spectacular realm of possibility.

67 ULTRA-CHIC TOWER RESIDENCES FROM THE LOW $2M TO OVER $6M

The last tower in Bonita Bay. The largest, most luxurious floor plans.

A L O N E  I N  I T S  C L A S S . 

 O M E G A .

Sales Center Open Daily  I  26951 Country Club Drive, Bonita Springs, Florida

OmegaBonitaBay.com  I  239.301.4940

Fully Finished Residences from 4825-10150 total sq. ft.   

  Concierge Services  •  Two Private Enclosed Garages 

Unparalleled luxuries and conveniences

ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS MAKE REFERENCE TO THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN AND THE DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY SECTION 
718.503,FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. Community features, amenities and pricing are approximate and subject to change without notice. The information and materials displayed on materials provided to you are solely intended 
to provide general information about proposed plans of WSR-Bonita Bay 2, LLC. These proposed plans are conceptual in nature and are subject to change or cancellation (in whole or in part) at any time without notice. Land uses, public and private facilities, improvements, and plans described or depicted on any materials 
are conceptual only, subject to government approvals and market factors, and subject to change without notice. Nothing in these materials obligates WSR-Bonita Bay 2, LLC, or any other entity to build any facilities or improvements, and there is no guarantee that any illustrated or described proposed future development will 
be implemented. Neither the information and materials provided to you, nor any communication made or given in connection with and of the foregoing may be deemed to constitute any representation or warranty or may otherwise be relied upon by any person or entity for any reason whatsoever. Equal Housing Opportunity.
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Sold Date Sold Price Sub/Condo Name Address Bedrooms Baths Living Area 
01/15/19 $1,750,000 Esperia South 4951 Bonita Bay Blvd. PH101 3 Bed 3 3430 
01/15/19 $1,390,000 River Ridge 27220 Ridge Lake Ct. 4+Den 3.5 3608 
01/07/19 $1,100,000 Riverwalk 27821 Riverwalk Way  4+Den 4 3738 
01/04/19 $1,340,000 Anchorage 27528 Riverbank Dr. 5 Bed 4 3561 
12/28/18 $1,450,000 Horizons 4731 Bonita Bay Blvd. 1102 3+Den 3.5 3165 
12/26/18 $925,000 Laurel Ridge 3061 Laurel Ridge Ct. 4 Bed 3 3044 
12/21/18 $325,000 Harbor Lakes 27040 Lake Harbor Ct. 201 3 Bed 2 1677 
12/20/18 $413,000 Waterford 3321 Glen Cairn Ct. 102 3 Bed 2 1912 
12/19/18 $520,000 Enclave 3630 Key Lime Ct.  3 Bed 2.5 2217 
12/18/18 $325,000 Greenbriar 4140 Bayhead Dr. 102 2 Bed 2 1502 
12/18/18 $340,000 Sandpiper 4200 Lake Forest Dr. 1622 3 Bed 2 1562 
12/17/18 $1,020,000 Estancia 4801 Bonita Bay Blvd. 701 3+Den 3 2711 
12/17/18 $670,000 The Hamptons 26951 Wyndhurst Ct. 201 3 Bed 3 2603 
12/17/18 $655,000 Woodlake 3625 Woodlake Dr.  3+Den 2 2496 

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

EVERY YEAR AT THIS TIME we are amazed by 
the number of people who continue to seek sanctuary in 
Southwest Florida. Equally impressive is how the once 
small towns comprising our area have risen to the challenge, 
accommodating the influx of new seasonal and permanent 
residents with expanded infrastructure that naturally 
includes real estate opportunities but also new schools, 
hospitals, shopping and restaurants.
As club members for the last 20 years, we’ve watched the 
same progressive evolution unfolding within Bonita Bay, with 
forward-thinking improvements that have kept pace with the 
demand of next generation buyers who represent a significant 
segment of new residents. The result has been the creation 
of a revered community and an exclusive club that is easily 
one of the most esteemed in the area. So, while the growing 
crowds each season may give us pause, it should come as no 
surprise that real estate within Bonita Bay continues to be in 
high demand.
As of this writing, there are 165 active Bonita Bay listings, 
not including the unlisted 38 residences in Omega or 
the nine units in Seaglass which celebrated its grand 
opening event on January 25. The inventories represent 
approximately nine months of supply overall though vary 
according to category.

Category # Active 
listings

2018 
sales

Months 
of supply

Single-family and villa 65 85 9

High-rise 62 43 18

Low-rise, coach, 
townhomes 31 82 <5

Overall these numbers are indicative of a fairly balanced 
market that should prove fruitful for both sellers and buyers 
this season.
While listing prices have shown a slight increase month-over-
month in Bonita Bay, sellers need to be mindful of pricing their 
homes appropriately and in alignment with market demand.
With so many new buyers entering the market, many 
homeowners are planning to list their homes for sale this 
season. If you’re one of them, it’s important to be strategic. 
Well maintained and updated properties will always produce 
more successful outcomes in a competitive market. Consider 
the following easy and low-cost ways to shift the ambiance of 
your home so that it appeals to a larger segment of buyers:
•  Dress up your landscaping and plant new flowers to 

punctuate curb appeal
•  Elect a neutral color palette and brighten the walls with 

fresh paint
•  Give the kitchen and bathrooms a face lift by painting 

cabinetry, updating countertops and adding streamlined 
hardware

•  Unclutter living spaces by removing unnecessary 
furniture and/or personal items

In many cases, you have only one opportunity to make a 
lasting impression and put your home top-of-mind after a 
buyer has seen many other properties. Remember that your 
Bonita Bay Real Estate agents are a good source for not just 
selling your property but helping you prepare for that time, 
be it now or in the future.

Dotti Fagan
The Fagan Team
Royal Shell Real Estate

Property Values
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3521 Bonita Bay Blvd.  
Bonita Springs, FL 34134

239-776-0155

www.rechargeSWFL.com

10% OFF FOR LIFE 
ANY BONITA BAY RESIDENT THAT SIGNS UP IN 
FEBRUARY WILL RECEIVE 10% OFF FOR THE LIFE OF 
THEIR MEMBERSHIP.*

Our Services:
• Private Personal Training

• Semi-Private Training

• Performance Recovery 

• Chiropractic Care

• Infrared Sauna

• Nutrition Counseling

*Discount does not apply to individual chiropractic services.

Experience
Experience Hospitality.

The Terraces at Bonita Springs   •  Bonita Springs’ Only Continuing Care Retirement Community

a Beautiful Retirement.

To retire beautifully is to experience true 
hospitality, unparalleled service, and 
extraordinary care and security. 

Discover the beauty your retirement can 
hold at The Terraces at Bonita Springs.

C A L L :
239-444-8333
V I S I T :
TheTerracesAtBonitaSprings.com

AL License #12385    COA #08075

26455 S. Tamiami Trail
Bonita Springs, FL 34134

IER NF DT LE Y

P

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY
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The Evolution of Your Legacy
ALMOST EVERY READER of this publication obtains a medical 
physical each year,  so it is surprising how many people only have a 
meaningful estate planning checkup every 5 to 10 years. Though your 
health is certainly of utmost importance, your estate plan for your 
spouse and the next generation is also of significance. If you have 
not completed a meaningful review of your estate plan in the last five 
years, here are some matters that warrant consideration.

· For the 2019 year, the estate and gift tax exemption is $11.4 
million per individual. That means an individual can either gift 
during their lifetime or bequest at their death $11.4 million and 
pay no federal gift or estate tax. Of course, it is never that simple 
as this historically high exemption is scheduled to be cut in half 
in 2026, and it could be lowered even sooner after the 2020 
presidential election.

· With portability being made permanent in 2012 by the Obama 
administration, it is no longer imperative that married couples 
utilize the estate tax exemption at the death of the first spouse. Prior 
to portability being made permanent, it was necessary for assets to 
be divided between spouses so that the first spouse to die would use 
their exemption to the greatest extent possible. Now, any unused 
estate tax exemption is portable to the surviving spouse provided 
a 706 federal estate tax return is filed to elect portability. However, 
there are still many sound reasons to divide assets between spouses, 
depending on your net worth and marital relationship. 

· Some people should now shift their estate planning priorities 
towards reducing future capital gains tax instead of focusing on 
avoidance of the estate tax.  Certain trust planning techniques 
can provide not only a basis step-up in assets at the death of the 
first spouse but also a second basis step-up at the death of the 
second spouse. This can be accomplished while still retaining the 
advantages of the assets being left in trust for the surviving spouse.

· In July 2016, the Florida Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act 
came into effect providing internet users the ability to plan for 
the management and disposition of their digital assets. That 
includes email accounts, electronic banking and social media 
such as Facebook. If your estate planning documents have not 
been updated since 2016, your fiduciaries will most likely not 
have the legal authority to open, close or otherwise manage 
digital assets and electronic communications.

· In 2011, the Florida Legislature completely rewrote the Durable 
Power of Attorney (DPA) statute. Wholesale changes were 
made, including eliminating the legality of new DPAs that 
spring into effect upon incapacity (now they must be presently 
exercisable) and the requirement that certain “super powers” 
be initialed if they are to be included. Those changes, along 
with the importance of revisiting agent selection and providing 
for legal authority over digital assets, necessitate that Florida 
residents have a new DPA.

· Florida statutes impose on trustees of irrevocable trusts (including 
revocable trusts at the death of the grantor) a legal obligation to 
provide qualified trust beneficiaries with information about the 
trust and an annual accounting of the trust’s assets. Fortunately, 
in 2011 the Florida Legislature enabled grantors to appoint a 
“designated representative” to receive notices, information, 

accountings and reports on behalf of qualified trust beneficiaries.

· There are many important reasons for your children’s inheritance 
to be provided through a flexible Children’s Trust as opposed 
to an outright bequest. With the ever-increasing litigious nature 
of our society and high divorce rates, flexible Children’s Trust 
planning is especially critical. Though the threat of future 
creditors and divorcing spouses has grown, so too has the body 
of case law and legislative backdrop which provides a greater 
level of certainty in the effectiveness of these trusts. The degree of 
creditor and divorcing spouse protection varies with the amount 
of flexibility provided to children, but the right balance can 
be achieved with thoughtful planning. You should not leave a 
meaningful inheritance outright to your children.

Estate planning is not a one-and-done proposition, but an evolution 
based upon changes in many factors including federal tax law, Florida 
law, state of domicile, value of assets and family dynamics.

David P. Browne, P.A.
Board Certified Wills, Trusts & Estates Lawyer
3461 Bonita Bay Blvd.
239.498.1191
David@DPBrowne.com
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©2019 tides4shing.com

TIDES FOR LITTLE HICKORY ISLAND SOLUNAR
ACTIVITY1  TIDE 2  TIDE 3  TIDE 4  TIDE COEFFICIENT

 LITTLE HICKORY ISLAND
February, 2019

DAY
st nd rd th

1 Fri 7:10 am 6:11 pm 5:36 am -0.7 ft 1:24 pm 1.3 ft 3:57 pm 1.2 ft 10:22 pm 2.1 ft 62 average   

2 Sat 7:10 am 6:11 pm 6:15 am -0.7 ft 1:50 pm 1.3 ft 4:48 pm 1.1 ft 11:05 pm 2.2 ft 68 average   

3 Sun 7:09 am 6:12 pm 6:49 am -0.7 ft 2:10 pm 1.3 ft 5:30 pm 1.0 ft 11:45 pm 2.2 ft 74 high   

4 Mon 7:09 am 6:13 pm 7:19 am -0.7 ft 2:25 pm 1.3 ft 6:09 pm 0.9 ft 78 high   

5 Tue 7:08 am 6:13 pm 12:22 am 2.2 ft 7:47 am -0.6 ft 2:36 pm 1.3 ft 6:48 pm 0.8 ft 80 high   

6 Wed 7:08 am 6:14 pm 12:59 am 2.1 ft 8:13 am -0.5 ft 2:49 pm 1.4 ft 7:29 pm 0.7 ft 80 high   

7 Thu 7:07 am 6:15 pm 1:37 am 2.0 ft 8:38 am -0.3 ft 3:04 pm 1.4 ft 8:13 pm 0.5 ft 79 high   

8 Fri 7:07 am 6:16 pm 2:17 am 1.9 ft 9:04 am -0.2 ft 3:25 pm 1.6 ft 9:01 pm 0.4 ft 75 high   

9 Sat 7:06 am 6:16 pm 3:02 am 1.7 ft 9:31 am 0.0 ft 3:50 pm 1.7 ft 9:55 pm 0.3 ft 69 average   

10 Sun 7:05 am 6:17 pm 3:54 am 1.5 ft 9:59 am 0.2 ft 4:21 pm 1.8 ft 10:58 pm 0.2 ft 63 average   

11 Mon 7:05 am 6:18 pm 4:59 am 1.3 ft 10:28 am 0.4 ft 4:56 pm 1.9 ft 55 average   

12 Tue 7:04 am 6:18 pm 12:11 am 0.1 ft 6:30 am 1.1 ft 11:00 am 0.7 ft 5:39 pm 2.0 ft 48 low   

13 Wed 7:03 am 6:19 pm 1:33 am -0.1 ft 8:49 am 1.0 ft 11:33 am 0.9 ft 6:31 pm 2.1 ft 45 low   

14 Thu 7:02 am 6:20 pm 2:53 am -0.3 ft 7:34 pm 2.2 ft 48 low   

15 Fri 7:02 am 6:20 pm 4:02 am -0.6 ft 8:44 pm 2.3 ft 57 average   

16 Sat 7:01 am 6:21 pm 5:01 am -0.8 ft 12:56 pm 1.3 ft 3:19 pm 1.2 ft 9:52 pm 2.4 ft 71 high   

17 Sun 7:00 am 6:22 pm 5:52 am -0.9 ft 1:22 pm 1.3 ft 4:28 pm 1.1 ft 10:54 pm 2.5 ft 86 high   

18 Mon 6:59 am 6:22 pm 6:37 am -1.0 ft 1:45 pm 1.3 ft 5:27 pm 0.9 ft 11:52 pm 2.6 ft 99 very high   

19 Tue 6:58 am 6:23 pm 7:18 am -0.9 ft 2:06 pm 1.4 ft 6:22 pm 0.7 ft 108 very high   

20 Wed 6:58 am 6:23 pm 12:46 am 2.5 ft 7:56 am -0.7 ft 2:26 pm 1.4 ft 7:17 pm 0.5 ft 112 very high   

21 Thu 6:57 am 6:24 pm 1:40 am 2.4 ft 8:30 am -0.4 ft 2:48 pm 1.6 ft 8:13 pm 0.3 ft 109 very high   

22 Fri 6:56 am 6:25 pm 2:34 am 2.1 ft 9:01 am -0.1 ft 3:12 pm 1.7 ft 9:12 pm 0.1 ft 100 very high   

23 Sat 6:55 am 6:25 pm 3:31 am 1.8 ft 9:29 am 0.3 ft 3:40 pm 1.9 ft 10:16 pm 0.0 ft 87 high   

24 Sun 6:54 am 6:26 pm 4:38 am 1.4 ft 9:55 am 0.5 ft 4:12 pm 2.0 ft 11:28 pm 0.0 ft 71 high   

25 Mon 6:53 am 6:26 pm 6:08 am 1.1 ft 10:18 am 0.8 ft 4:50 pm 2.0 ft 56 average   

26 Tue 6:52 am 6:27 pm 12:49 am-0.1 ft 8:33 am 1.0 ft 10:32 am 1.0 ft 5:37 pm 2.0 ft 43 low   

27 Wed 6:51 am 6:28 pm 2:12 am -0.2 ft 6:40 pm 2.0 ft 37 low   

28 Thu 6:51 am 6:28 pm 3:25 am -0.3 ft 7:59 pm 2.0 ft 39 low   

Solunar activity indicates the most favorable days of the month for catching fish. The strongest activity occurs when 
there is a full moon or a new moon and is weakest when there is a quarter moon and a three quarter moon.

Tide Table for Bonita Beach, February 2019 www. tides4fishing.com
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Techno-Savvy

EVERY SINGLE ACCOUNT has a password that goes 
along with it.  Keeping track of them can be not only 
challenging but also frustrating when you don’t know the 
correct password.  How many times have you had to reset 
a password because of not knowing it? There are many 
options available to organize passwords. 

Password keepers have become a popular source used for 
keeping track of passwords. If a program you are using gets 
hacked, then there is a chance you may become a victim as 
well.  All software does have a point of vulnerability and 
it is ultimately up to the user to decide what you trust and 
what risks you are comfortable with accepting.  Some of the 
most popular programs and apps are Dashlane, LastPass, 
1Password and RoboForm.  Not only do these programs 
keep track of your passwords but also offer highly complex 
passwords to use and never repeat the same password.  Most 
people do not use complex enough passwords.  

If you are one of those people who are concerned about 
the vulnerability of using an application to save and keep 
track of your passwords, then using an excel spreadsheet or 
numbers spreadsheet would be your next alternative. This 

is simple and can easily be managed.  Initially setting up 
the spreadsheet takes the most time and work, but once it 
is organized then it is just a matter of updating it.  Most 
spreadsheet programs allow you to encrypt it as well with a 
password for additional security. 

Another piece of advice is to have a backup stored in a safe 
if possible. This could be on a flash drive or an actual hard 
copy of a print out. Keeping this in a protected place allows 
you the comfort of knowing it’s there in case something 
happens to your desired method. 

Passwords aren’t going anywhere. If managed properly, 
they don’t have to be a nuisance.  Do some research and 
make yourself comfortable with choosing whatever options 
suit you best.  Having a password database in place makes 
your life much more organized and efficient.  

Ken Saksa
21st Century Technology, LLC
krsaksa@gmail.com
239-410-8603

PASSWORDS, PASSWORDS AND MORE PASSWORDS

mailto:krsaksa@gmail.com
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FEBRUARY 3, 2019

Unscramble these Jumbles, 
one letter to each square,
to form six ordinary words.

Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

PRINT YOUR ANSWER IN THE CIRCLES BELOW
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THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
By David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

©2019 Tribune Content Agency, LLC  
All Rights Reserved.

Answer:
PLACID
DEVICE

GOATEE
NOTIFY

ABSURD
SPLASH

The quaterback’s performance was 
improving with —

EACH
PASSING DAY

Answers can be found at www.BayWatchNews.com. 
Click on “Puzzle Answers.”

Edited by Will Shortz
Sudoku Puzzle

Answers can be found at www.BayWatchNews.com. 
Click on “Puzzle Answers.”

Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box 
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

2

6
1

6

3

9

5

3

8

6

3

7

1

4

5

3

8
9

7

6

7

1 4

BB’s Animals in the (not so) Wild Trivia

BB’s Animal in the (not so) wild for February is Ziggy, a 3-year-
old Maltese Poodle Mix.  He lives with Barb & John Morton 
in Greenbriar. Ziggy wins a $50 gift certificate to Fritz ‘n Eli’s 
Holistic, Natural and Organic Pet Food Market conveniently 
located at 9114 Bonita Road SE!

After ten years of running our “Best 
in Show” feature we’ve decided that 
it’s time to be more inclusive and open 
things up to pets of all kinds. So, if you’ve 
got a feisty feline, clever canine, rascally reptile or even a porky 
pig, go ahead and send their picture to lauren@baywatchnews.
com! You might see them gracing the pages of Bay Watch News.

 (Editor’s Note:  Winner is selected by an independent judge.) 

Q1:  In what country were the Winter 

Olympics first held?

Q2:  What are the first four digits of Pi?

Q3:   Who was the first US President to be 

impeached?

Q4:   Who sang the title song “Grease” in the 

1978 musical motion picture?

Q5:   What was the name of the teacher 

who died in the tragic Space Shuttle 

Challenger disaster?

Q6:   Who was the first man to appear on the 

cover of Playboy Magazine?

A1: France -- In 1924 Chamonix, France hosted 16 events in 6 sports
A2: 3.141  A3: Andrew Johnson in 1868, charged with “high 
crimes and misdemeanors”  A4: Frankie Valli  A5: Christa 
McAuliffe  A6: Peter Sellers in April 1964

http://www.BayWatchNews.com
http://www.BayWatchNews.com
mailto:lauren@baywatchnews.com
mailto:lauren@baywatchnews.com
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Florida Locations: Bonita Springs/Estero, Cape Coral, Captiva Island, Fort Myers, Naples/Marco Island, Ocala and Sanibel Island
North Carolina Locations: Cashiers, Highlands and Sapphire Valley/Lake Toxaway

239.208.5227  |  BonitaBayExperts.com

BUY. SELL. RENT. VACATION. All under one Shell.

SOMETIMES WHAT YOU SEEK 
is right in front of you.

Royal Shell sets new standards for expertise and proficiency representing 
fine properties. In addition to selling your home and finding you another 
incredible residence, we can help you generate income year-round by renting 
your piece of paradise as a vacation home. Explore all your options with us.
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Sotheby’s International Realty® and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered service marks used with permission. Each office is independently owned and operated. Equal Housing Opportunity. Property information herein is derived from various sources 
including, but not limited to, county records and multiple listing services, and may include approximations. All information is deemed accurate.

Bonita Springs, Florida  |  premiersir.com/id/218071400 |  239.948.4000

The location, the style, the feeling you get when you walk through the door – 

every aspect of your home should be a reflection of who you are, 

where you’ve been and the life you aspire to live.

Your best life begins with a home that inspires you.

Call or visit us today...

877.539.9865

27400 Riverview Center Boulevard, Suite 4

Bonita Springs, Florida 34134 PremierSothebysRealty.com

LIVE TIMELESS
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ACROSS
  1  Deadly African snakes
  7  Is furious
13  Travel documents
18  God with a temple at 

Delphi
19  Beginning
20  Org. for four-footed 

friends
21  One touting pain pills?
23  First Oscar winner for 

Best Animated Feature
24  Former flames
25  Cigarette substance
26  “Take one!”
27  Dubai dignitaries
28  Was furious
31  Dwight Eisenhower or 

Bob Dole
33  Chapel Hill campus, 

briefly
36  Party activity for 

cosmetologists?
39  Breakfast brand in the 

freezer
42  Bowls for crushing and 

grinding
44  Houseful of Greeks
45  Drooped
47  Skirt go-with
48  Corp. money managers
49  Corral
50  Bacillus shape
51  Lou with three 

Grammys
52  Workers all abuzz
53  “Eugene Onegin” 

setting
55  Partner for ifs or buts
56  Dracula after a 

banquet?
58  They’re made to be 

tossed
61  Permanent locations?
63  Optimistic
64  Ear passage
65  Chinese zodiac animal
67  Tick off
68  Clothing tag info
69  Part of French 

Polynesia
70  Not for long
72  Mongolian desert
73  Princess topper

74  Derisive cry
75  Ammonia filched from 

the cleaning aisle?
78  Test for an M.A. 

applicant
79  Sticky notepaper
81  Never-say-die
83  Hundred Acre Wood 

creator
85  Zilch
88  Supplement to Social 

Security, for short
89  Carrier from Ben 

Gurion Airport
93  Savory taste
94  Two square dancing 

needs?
97  One leading folks into 

temptation
98  Popular day for a hunt
99  Hemoglobin deficiency
100 Film snippet
101 Feeders for un 

université
102 Most rational

DOWN
1 Zebra mother
2  Tiptop
3  Office plant?
4  Ecstasy
5  Sudsy quaff
6  Browsers and apps
7  Evening gala
8  Entombed Egyptian, 

familiarly
9  Impress sharply
10  Tennis great Arthur
11  Mongoose often 

pictured standing up
12  Creek
13  Bud holders
14  Abraham’s first son
15  Activity for a newly hired 

mattress salesperson?
16  Taiwanese electronics 

firm
17  Fifth Avenue retailer
22  Recreation’s partner
29  Gather together
30  Soft, oblong bag
32  Most recent
33  Shadow during an 

eclipse

34  Ryan with the most 
career strikeouts

35  Stuffs oneself at a 
buffet?

37  Ban
38  Hilarious incident
40  Graphic start?
41  Quirky
43  Oklahoma home of the 

Woody Guthrie Center
46  Officeholders
48  Cartoon sheets
49  Pathetically small
52  “Nonsense!”
53  Stratagem
54  The Snake River runs 

through it
56  “Hansel and Gretel” 

setting
57  Exuding
59  Furnish the food for
60  Upper crust
62  Rapper ___ Kim

64  Addition sign?
65  Mahatma Gandhi target
66  Wonder
68  Roman sun god
69  Some Taco Bell orders
71  Triathlete
72  Escaped
73  Marker of piled-up stones
76  Christmas tree glitter
77  Homes for some rabbits
80  It’s under le Pont Neuf
82   Site of President Trump’s 

first military operation
83  Disorderly state
84  Apple on a teacher’s 

desk, maybe
86  Frisbee, for one
87  Poker pot payment
90  Gin and tonic garnish
91  “Warts and all”
92  Exam for an atty. 

wannabe
95  “My gosh”
96  Santa ___ winds

Crossword Puzzle
by Lynn Lempel

Edited by Will Shortz

239.825.3470
Stephanie.Coburn@PremierSIR.com

Sotheby’s International Realty® and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered service marks 
used with permission. Each office is independently owned and operated. Equal Housing Opportunity.

STEPHANIE COBURN

Crossword puzzle sponsored by:

Please log on to www.BayWatchNews.com
Click on “Puzzles” for answers.

FIELD TRIP 
In which any answers you miss should at least be in the ballpark.

Puzzle #6 — FIELD TRIP by Lynn Lempel
 In which any answers you miss should at least be in the ballpark.

30 MINUTES / 118 WORDS

 ACROSS

  1 Deadly African snakes
  7 Is furious
 13 Travel documents
 18 God with a temple at Delphi
 19 Beginning
 20 Org. for four-footed friends
 21 One touting pain pills?
 23 First Oscar winner for Best 

Animated Feature
 24 Former flames
 25 Cigarette substance
 26 “Take one!”
 27 Dubai dignitaries
 28 Was furious
 31 Dwight Eisenhower or Bob 

Dole
 33 Chapel Hill campus, briefly
 36 Party activity for 

cosmetologists?
 39 Breakfast brand in the 

freezer
 42 Bowls for crushing and 

grinding
 44 Houseful of Greeks
 45 Drooped
 47 Skirt go-with
 48 Corp. money managers
 49 Corral
 50 Bacillus shape
 51 Lou with three Grammys
 52 Workers all abuzz
 53 “Eugene Onegin” setting
 55 Partner for ifs or buts
 56 Dracula after a banquet?
 58 They’re made to be tossed
 61 Permanent locations?
 63 Optimistic
 64 Ear passage
 65 Chinese zodiac animal
 67 Tick off
 68 Clothing tag info
 69 Part of French Polynesia
 70 Not for long
 72 Mongolian desert
 73 Princess topper
 74 Derisive cry
 75 Ammonia filched from the 

cleaning aisle?
 78 Test for an M.A. applicant
 79 Sticky notepaper
 81 Never-say-die
 83 Hundred Acre Wood creator
 85 Zilch
 88 Supplement to Social 

Security, for short
 89 Carrier from Ben Gurion 

Airport
 93 Savory taste
 94 Two square dancing needs?
 97 One leading folks into 

temptation

 98 Popular day for a hunt
 99 Hemoglobin deficiency
100 Film snippet
101 Feeders for un université
102 Most rational

 DOWN

  1 Zebra mother
  2 Tiptop
  3 Office plant?
  4 Ecstasy
  5 Sudsy quaff
  6 Browsers and apps
  7 Evening gala
  8 Entombed Egyptian, 

familiarly
  9 Impress sharply
 10 Tennis great Arthur
 11 Mongoose often pictured 

standing up
 12 Creek
 13 Bud holders
 14 Abraham’s first son
 15 Activity for a newly hired 

mattress salesperson?

 16 Taiwanese electronics firm
 17 Fifth Avenue retailer
 22 Recreation’s partner
 29 Gather together
 30 Soft, oblong bag
 32 Most recent
 33 Shadow during an eclipse
 34 Ryan with the most career 

strikeouts
 35 Stuffs oneself at a buffet?
 37 Ban
 38 Hilarious incident
 40 Graphic start?
 41 Quirky
 43 Oklahoma home of the 

Woody Guthrie Center
 46 Officeholders
 48 Cartoon sheets
 49 Pathetically small
 52 “Nonsense!”
 53 Stratagem
 54 The Snake River runs 

through it
 56 “Hansel and Gretel” setting
 57 Exuding
 59 Furnish the food for

 60 Upper crust
 62 Rapper ___ Kim
 64 Addition sign?
 65 Mahatma Gandhi target
 66 Wonder
 68 Roman sun god
 69 Some Taco Bell orders
 71 Triathlete
 72 Escaped
 73 Marker of piled-up  

stones
 76 Christmas tree glitter
 77 Homes for some rabbits
 80 It’s under le Pont Neuf
 82 Site of President Trump’s 

first military operation
 83 Disorderly state
 84 Apple on a teacher’s desk, 

maybe
 86 Frisbee, for one
 87 Poker pot payment
 90 Gin and tonic garnish
 91 “Warts and all”
 92 Exam for an atty. wannabe
 95 “My gosh”
 96 Santa ___ winds
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Bonita Springs, Florida  |  premiersir.com/id/218071400 |  239.948.4000

The location, the style, the feeling you get when you walk through the door – 

every aspect of your home should be a reflection of who you are, 

where you’ve been and the life you aspire to live.

Your best life begins with a home that inspires you.

Call or visit us today...

877.539.9865

27400 Riverview Center Boulevard, Suite 4

Bonita Springs, Florida 34134 PremierSothebysRealty.com

LIVE TIMELESS
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CLASSIFIEDS
Homes/Condos for Sale
Newer deluxe lake front custom home, this Rutenberg Platinum edition 
mini Castle offers 2965 sq ft, 4 bedroom, den, 3 bath with All level 5 
construction, Tommy Bahama furnishings included move in ready $1,200,000 
call (239) 887 9202

Cars/Boats for sale
2010 Lexus RX 350 perfect shape 30,000 miles . Light blue with parchment 
interior. Florida car always garaged. Best offer near 17.5K. call (239) 498 1070. 
Car in Bonita Bay.
2002 Lexus SC 430 hard top convertible. Silver w/light Ivory interior w/light 
oak steering wheel and accents. Garage kept w/loving care, excellent condition 
and only $41,000 miles! Serious inquiries only please. $17,000. Call Judy @ 
(315) 796 8775

Miscellaneous for Sale
54" Square Glass Table Top. Beveled edges, 3/4 inch thick. Excellent 
condition. Original cost in Oct., 2016 was $1,525. Offered at $1,050. Call (248) 
330 4516 or email to: bgrant125@hotmail.com.
Brown outdoor wicker adjustable chaise lounge with custom tan sumbrella 
cushion. $100. (239) 221 8699
Sunsetter Awning (Woven Acrylic Water Proof) MOTORIZED XL MODEL 
17' wide 11'8 projection Spruce Color / Green Stripe on Light Brown New in 
2015 Little use. New at $3,299. Offered at $500. Will deliver. Rob (651) 484 4388
Life Stages dog crate. Good for medium-size dogs. Measures 30 inches long 
by 21 inches wide. Height = 23½ inches. Collapsible. $30. Call (216) 410 6590.

Wanted
Do Good Bike Project needs your donated bikes. Bonita Bay based project 
finds, fixes and gives away bikes to those needing basic transportation. Will 
pick up in Bonita Bay. steve.nicks1@gmail.com.
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* In Lee & Collier Counties, MLS statistics

#1 IN SALES VOLUME*   |   #1 IN UNITS SOLD*   |   THE MOST BUYERS*

239.262.1900      JohnRWood.com

Trust the leading brokerage 
in Southwest Florida

FOR THE 

STYLE OF 

YOUR LIFE
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NCHmd.org

Healthcare Bonita

24040 S. Tamiami Trail • Bonita Springs
Two blocks south of Coconut Point on US 41

Now Open 

Services Include:
24/7 Emergency Department • Outpatient Imaging 

Outpatient Surgery • Endoscopy • Primary Care Physicians

Coconut Rd.

Coconut Point 
Mall

Pelican Colony Blvd.
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41

Quality Healthcare Close to Home
in Bonita Springs & Estero

We are happy to ensure that the residents of south Lee County have more 
choices for quality healthcare close to home.  NCH Healthcare Bonita 
features a 24/7 emergency department and outpatient imaging on the first 
floor.  In early 2019, outpatient surgical and endoscopy services, as well as 
NCH Physician Group primary care physicians will open on the second floor.   
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